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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1904.
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the Democratic Illinois Convention
to Oppose the Plans of John P.
Hopkins.

NO. 98.

The U. S. Court of Private Land
Springfield, June 14 The plan of
Claims to Hold Its Last
John P. Hopkins of Chicago, and a
Session Tomorrow.
maifiritv of the members of thp state
central committee to make Frank P.
Quinn temporary chairman of the DemHUMOROUS
ocratic state convention which meets
today, has forced the Hearst and HarAND TENDER rison factions into an alliance, defensive and offensive. The deal is advantageous to the Harrison people for
while
as
they have about,
This
After
and
Reminiscences
Speeches
as Hearst, they are to
many
delegates
noon Nearly All Pending Business
have half the delegates at large to the
national convention and an equal voice
Disposed Of
in naming candidates for state offices,
conThe Court of Private Land Claims provided the alliance is able to
exas
the
trol
the
leaders
convention,
met tor its final session this forenoon
HarriThe
confidence
of
press
doing.
in the court room of the federal buildson people on their part, have agreed
ing. On the bench were Chief Justice to vote
for an Instructed Hearst deleReed and Associate Justices Sluss,
flrrmft nn1 "VTurrov TneHrn flchnpiio Wo gation and the withdrawal of Congressman James R. Williams, from the pres
ing absent. 1 he other court officials laentiai race.
present were: United States Attorney
convention was called to order
Matthew G. Reynolds; Clerk reneo L. at The
noon today by State Chairman HopChaves; Stenographer Francisco
kins, who introduced Quinn as the temInterpreter Euseblo Chacon, and porary chairman. Quinn ordered the
Marshal
United
States
Deputy
George roll call
by districts for a caucus seA. Kaseman.
for the committee. During the
lected
There were also present Judge call a
from the third district
James H. Reeder of Hays, Kansas, shouted,delegate
is contest in the dis
"There
formerly clerk of the court; Judge trict."' The chairman paid no attenWilliam H. Pope, formerly assistant
tion and the shout was taken up by the
United States attorney of the court,
who worked
and L, F. Parker, Jr., at one time sten- tnirii district topeople
a frenzy. The chair
themselves up
now
of
and
court
the
mayor
ographer
however, quietly ordered the roll
of Vinita, Indian Territory. Upon mo- man,
call
continued
and immediately after
tion of United States Attorney Mat- tne can the
convention took a recess
thew G. Reynolds and upon invitation
until 3:30 o'clock this afternoon.
of the court, Judge Reeder and Judge
l lie situation was made more com
Pope took places upon the bench. L.
announce
F. Parker, Jr., was admitted to practice plex this morning by the
ment
of
Williams
that
Congressman
before the court upon motion of Mr.
he was not inclined to withdraw. There
Reynolds, his to be the honor of having is talk of two conventions to be held
been the last attorney so admitted, bein the same hall in the event of the
fore the court went out of existence.
able to prevent
A number of the members of the local Hopkins people being
roll call. It is certain that Hearst
the
at
were
in
also
bar and other visitors
and Harrison can control the conven
tendance.
tion if they ever get a roll call, and
The survey of the San Miguel del
sure that Hopkins will rule as
Bado Grant, case No. 25, was approv equally
as he can prevent the roll call
long
ed by the court. The grant is situated

Divisions of the Japanese
Army Are Marching Toward

Two

Vafangow---Constan-

FLEET OF JUNKS SEIZED
Were Loaded With Flour and

one-fift- h

Del-gad-

in San Miguel County, consisting

Mexico-Texa-

s

Pen-del-

l,

gio Colony Grant, consisting of two
tracts of land in Dona Ana County,
with a total area of 11,524.30 acres, the

claimants through their attorney, H.
B. Holt, objected to the confirmation
of the survey made by Deputy United States Surveyors Clayton G. Coleman and Wendell V. Hall, setting forth
that the survey was carelessly and
negligently made and that the bed of
the Rio Grande in 1852, the eastern
boundary of the grant, was not accurately surveyed. They presented a
number of affidavits of old residents
and surveyors. The matter was argued by counsel, Mr. Reynolds for the
government, maintaining that the
claimants had slept upon their rights
and he Questioned their motive in objecting to the survey at the last hour
ad almost the last minute. He claimed
thit the survey had been a fair one
anl that if the matter could be
brought up again, the claimants of the
grant would have a rocky road to travel to establish their title to the grant.
Mr. Holt answered by pointing out that
the claimants had not been lax In prosecuting their rights and that their motives were prompted by desire for jus-

QUIET AT

CRIPPLE GREEK
Two Men in the Bull Pen Charged
With Complicity in Dynamiting
No More Deoortations.
Cripple Creek, June 14 Everything
was quiet here today. The military
claim that they have two men in the
bull pen who were connected with the
the Independence dynamiting. They
assert that they have a good case
against the men. No more deportations have yet taken place. Herman
Hertz, a clothing dealer, was arrested
by the military today charged with
aiding and abetting the union cause by
furnishing headquarters for secret
union meetings.. The citizens committee on investigation has resolved itself
into a permanent organization.

WASHED AWAY
RY
Two

THE STREAM

Children in Fording the
Grande on Horseback Were
Drowned.

Rio

army-reserve-

AND HER FAITHFUL PLAYMATE THE ANIMAL
NOW ON
THE STORY OF
HIBIT AT THE FRATERNITY BUILDING AT THE ST. LOUIS FAIR THE PROPERTY OF
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 460 B. P. O.E.

HEW

THE ROUT WILL OCCUR.
There Must Be No More Postponement
of the
Fight Say
the Managers of Yosemite Club.
Jeffries-Monro-

In

San Francisco, June 14 The mana
gers of the Yosemite Club declare
there will be no further postponement
of the Jeffries-Monrofight. Unless
Jeffries is ready on June 30, he must
lose and forfeit the $2,500 and the
title of champion. The delay will be
of benefit to Monroe, and Jeffries
trainers say he will have no further
trouble with his injured knee.
CON-

FEDERATE

VETERAHS

l;

the West and Southwest, the

KILLED HER

De-

BROTHER-IN-LA-

Young Woman , Shoots J. Nelson
Prowse of Austin, Because He
Threatened His Wife and
Children.
Austin. Texas, June 14 J. Nelson
Prowse, foreman of the Daily States
man composing room was shot and
Miss Kate
killed by his sister-in-law- .
Sendrey of Douglas, Arizona, some
days ago. Miss Sendrey was visiting
jher sister and it is alleged that on the
night of the killing, Prowse came
home and began threatening to kill his
wife
children when the young wo-ia'man drew a pistol and shot him. She
,was arrested but afterward released on
a ?j0U bond
A

j

EX-

PROJECTS. DEPORTED COLORADO MINERS

Chicago, June 14 Although business
is falling off with the railroads and
are tending to cut
the companies
railroad
down expenses and reduce
service, there is still a steady demand
for railroad facilities in the west and
southwest.
During the first five
months of the present year, 9,105
miles of new road has been projected
which seems to point to the fact that
the year 1904 will see an increase in
railroad building over 1903. In Arkansas thirteen new organizations are reported to construct 304 miles of railroad the longest line being 82 miles
and the shortest ten miles. Ten of
these small roads were reported in
one week and are for lumber roads
showing to what extent the lumber resources of Arkansas are being developed.
Their importance is also greater
than their mileage indicates, because
of the certainty that in the future they
will become a portion of larger railway
systems. The longest new Arkansas
line will extend from Waldron to Hot
Springs, and will be known as the Arkansas Western Railway.
Kentucky reports three new railroads with total mileage of 116 miles;
Louisiana, three, with a mileage of
134; Oklahoma three, with 1,250 miles
in prospect, one line of 1.000 miles being the Denver, Woodward and Southeastern to extend from Texarkana
across the Indian Territory and Okla
homa to Denver. Virginia and Tennes
see report two roads each with 40 and
80 miles, and Florida, Indian Territory,
Texas, West Virginia, one road each
with 55, 80, 31 and 12 miles, respectively.
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mand is Increasing for Transportation Facilities.
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Del Norte, Colorado, June 14 Nellie In
Convention at Nashville Will Deaged 14, and Otie, aged 9, the daughters
Who is to Succeed General
cide
on
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Shaw living
as Commander in
Gordon
a ranch near here, were drowned
Chief.
while returning from school. They
on
were fording the Rio Grande River
Nashville, June 14 The questions of
horseback when they were carried
greatest
importance and interest beis
the
that
It
younger
supposed
away.
of United Confedconvention
fore
the
tice.
one fell from the horse and the older
After Mr. Holt had concluded, the was drowned while trying to rescue erate Veterans which met here today
was, who will be the next commander-in-chief- ,
court adjourned until 2 o'clock this af- her.
and will there be a permanent
ternoon.
reunion city. General
Stephen D.
court
of
the
the
Upon
reconvening
CULMINATED.
FEUD
BITTER
now
is
the
who
unexpired
filling
Lee,
anthis afternoon Chief Justice Reed,
term of General John B. Gordon,
nounced that the court overruled the
seems to have the support of nearly
objection of the claimants in the ReDuel Between the Rout and Tow
but some opposition has
everybody,
fugio Colony Grant case and that it
Families Fought on the Streets
up, mainly in the Texas delesprung
confirmed the survey.
of Bryantviile.
gation. The Texans want General CaThe closing scenes of the session
and one of
bell for commander-in-chie- f
were impressne and dignified. AdBryantville, Indiana, June 14 As their arguments is that General Lee
dresses were made by U. S. Attorney the culmination of the feud between is now filling a government position.
Matthew G. Reynolds of St. Louis; the Rout and Tow families, a duel was Lee is one of the Vicksburg national
John H. KnaebeV of Denver; Solicitor fought on the street today between military park commissioners, but his
General Edward L. Bartlett of Santa three Tows and two Routs. James and friends
that this is no objection
Charles Rout and Milton Tow were and theysay
Fe; Judge Willlan H. Pope of
will stand by him. Jefferson
of
H.
wound
Reeder
Kansas, killed, James Tow was fatally
Judge J.
Davis memorial services were held toand Chief Justice Joseph R. Reed of ed and Frank Tow severely wounded. day. The memorial address was delivCouncil Bluffs, Iowa, and Justices Mur- None of the bystanders were struck al ered by Bishop Gailor of the Episcoray, Stone and Sluss In reviewing the though 25 shots were fired.
pal diocese of Tennessee. The order
work of the court, its officials and its
of the United Sons of Confederate Vetattaches, paying high tributes to those
erans also convened today. U. S. SenDAM 6AVE AWAY.
connected with it, and giving reminisator William B. Bate delivered the adcences and incidents humorous and
dress.
tender. The New Mexican intends to The Tracks of the Denver & Rio
give space to these addresses, at least
Grande Washed Away for a Half
In part, for their historic as well as
SENTENCED FOR MURDER,
Mile.
adcourt
will
The
general interest.
journ sine die tomorrow forenoon.
Delta, Colorado, June 14 The dam Samuel Emerich Must Serve Sixteen
of the Bonnie reservoir located above
Years for the Killing of William
Delta gave away last night. The DenMOODY, SECRETARY OF NAVY,
Malone, a Saloonkeeper.
WILL SUCCEED KNOX ver & Rio Grande Railroad was the
Denver, Colorado, June 14 Samuel
14
was
It
a
learn heaviest sufferer,
half mile of the Emerich, former city detective here.
Washington, June
ed from a high source today that At roat below the town being washed was today sentenced to sixteen years
toniey General Knox will resign from away. The people were warned in Imprisonment for the murder of Will- the cabinet in a few days and be sue time and no lives were lost.
Malone, a saloon keeper, who was
ceeded by Secretary of the Navy
killed in a quarrel in the latter's a
The New Mexican prints the news.
Moody.
loon.
Roe-wel-

St Petersburg. June 14 The Japan
ese are displaying activity at all their
advance lines. According to late information in the possession of the war
office, two divisions of the enemy are
now marching north along the railroad
towards
miles
Vafangow
above Kin Chou), They are having
constant skirmishes vi!h the retiring
Russians, but the advance is not being
seriously contested. Although it. is yet
too early to determine the exact pur
pose of the advance, the presumption
of the general staff is that the northward movement is Intended to effect a
juncture.
Junks Seized Near Che Foe.
Che Foo, June 14 A fleet of junks
jaded with flour and rice for Port
Arthur was seized off this port today
by the Japanese. The Japanese have
complained to the Taotai of Che Foo
that foreign merchants here are shipping goods to Port Arthur and that the
Russians have established at Che Foo
r
station for receiving from Port
wireless messages.
Evidence of the existence of this
wireless station are lacking.
Military Movements.
St. Petersburg, June 14 The Nevoe
.Military authoritatively denies the report that General Stakelberg is on a
It. declares that only
march south.
the Russian forces on the Liao Tung
peninsula above Port Arthur consist
of cavalry and railroad
guards, and
adds that it is scarcely possible to interfere with the siege operations before Port Arthur. The chief mission of
the Russian cavalry detachment, he
says, is to hamper the movements of
the Japanese columns from the south
s
to the north. The calling out of
in the Kazan. Kieff and Moscow military districts was announced
today. This step is for the purpose of
filling up the skeleton reserve corps
and to replace the regular troops already gone or going to the front. It
also foreshadows the dispatch of four
a
Volga corjis, which was predicted
month ago. The latter would give
Kuropatkin 200,000 more men.
Mine Explosion in Port Arthur Harbor.
Tokio, June 14 While the Tai
Hoku was engaged in laying mines at
the entrance of Port Arthur last night,
a mine exploded killing ' one officer,
and eighteen men and wounding two
officers and seven men. The Tai Hoku
which is a naval transport, was not
seriously damaged.
Russians to Use U. S. Model Tents.
St. Petersburg, June 14 The war office has adopted the recommendations
made by Lieutenant Botkin, embodying the use of U. S. army model tents.
These are convertable into ponchos for
the protection of troops during the
rainy season. Orders have been telegraphed to Manchuria to equip as
ponchos the ordinary tents in use now
so as to protect the men from rain during the day without impeding their
movements and to afford them shelter
at night.
British Tenancy Will End With Fall of
Port Arthur.
London, June 14 It appears from a
question and answer made in the
House of Commons today that the fall
of Port Arthur will mark the end of
the British tenancy of Weihai Wei, on
the Shan Tung promontory. Earl Percy, under foreign secretary, informed
the House today that under the Anglo
Chinese convention of 189S, Great
Britain's lease of this Chinese port was
only valid so long as Port Arthur remained in the occupation of Russia.
Ar-rn-

of

ALL

far

Rice

Port Arthur and Sent By Foreign
Merchants at Che Foo.

-

ten tracts, the total area being 5,024.30
acres. The claimants are Julian Sandoval et al.
In case No. 168, involving the Santa
Teresa Grant in Dona Ana County,
near El Paso, the claimants entered
an objection to the survey on account
of an alleged discrepancy in the surbounvey of the New
dary, but the court overruled this objection and approved the survey. The
grant covers 8,4 18.51 acres. M. R.
et al., are the claimants.
In cases Nos. 150 and 193, the Refu-

t

Skirmishes Occur.

Will

Receive Full Protection of the
Law in New Mexico if Orderly
and Peaceful.

Governor M. A. Otero yesterday re
ceived the following telegram from the
New York Times:
"Will you kindly- wire the Times your views on the pro
posed deportation of citizens of Colo
rado to New Mexico and what meas
ures the territorial government will
take to prevent this course." To which
the Governor replied as follows:
"My view is that no difference
should be shown between capital and
labor in their respective positions, so
far as the law is concerned. New
Mexico has no objections to any citizens who respect our laws, and we are
well able to uphold them under any
and all conditions. If the deported
citizens from Colorado conduct themselves in a law abiding manner, they
will be welcome; if not, they are coming to a poor place, as the laws of this
Territory will be upheld, without regard to consequences, so long as I am
Governor. We will not, however, tolerate dictation from any source, and
those wishing to work will receive full
protection under our laws."

OFFICIALMATTERS.
Articles of Incorporation.
of incorporation
were today filed in the office of the territorial
secretary for the Public Utilities Company. The incorporators and directors
of the company are William A. Finley,
Matthew S. Groves, William J. Barber.
James O. Cameron and Fred F. Doepp.
The company is incorporated for a period of 50 years for the purpose of acquiring, installing, owning and operating telephones, telegraph lines, etc..
and to acquire, construct and maintain
a dam for the production
of water
power and electric light plants nid
systems. The capital stock is $100,000
divided into 3.000 shares of the par
value of 100 each.
Supplies Awarded By Penitentiary
Commissioners.
Supplies awarded at the meeting of
the honorable board of penitentiary
commissioners of the New Mexico penitentiary held June 13, 1904:
H. B. Cartwright & Brother, Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Two thousand pounds corn meal,
$1.85; 1.000 pounds rice, No. 481. $4.90;
3.000 pounds pink No. 1 beans. $4.65; 5
cases Sunburst corn. $2.75; 100 pounds
laundry starch, $5.; 500 pounds No. 1
choice evaporated peaches. $8.50; 500
prunes, $4.75; 50 sacks
pounds

Articles

sugar. $0; 1 case starch, corn (.4(1
pounds), $.05; 25 cases Diamond C.
soap. 10 oz., $3.io; i,oou pounds Oat
Flakes. $3.65; 3 dozen Prices Lemon
Extract,
pts $6.50; 3 dozen Bur500
nett's Vanilla
pts., $10.50;
pounds evaporated apples $6.50.
Browne & Manzanares
Co., Las Ve
gas, New Mexico.
Two thousand pounds hominy, $2.43;
10 cases California
assorted
fruits,
$3.07; 6 barrels standard corn syrup,
$.37 a gallon; 1 case Delands
Soda,
2

2

$3.17.

Gross, Kelly & Co., Las Vegas, New
Mexico.

Ten cases Las Cruces tomatoes.
$2.70; 200 pounds Sal Soda, $.02: 25
pounds whole black pepper, $.16
Charles If eld. Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Two hundred and fifty pounds raisins $6.24.
Blanchard Meat and Supply Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Seventy-fivthousand pounds freshl
beef, prime quality, necks and shanks,
i
excluded, $5.75 per cwt
1--

I
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THE END OF THE U. S. COURT OF
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
The final session of the United
States Court of Private Land Claims
was held in this city today and on the
30th of this month the life of the court
will expire by limitation of the law
which created it. The court was
brought into life by an act of Congress
approved March 3, 1891, under the HarThe law estabrison administration.
lishing it proved of great benefit to the
Territory of New Mexico and under
its provisions the vexed question of
titles derived from Spain and Mexico
for millions and millions of acres of
land were 'settled and that fairly and
equitably, and curious to relate satisfactorily to all concerned, the government, the people and the claimants, as
alj acknowledge that the court collectively and individually acted upon every case before it carefully, prudently
and sagaciously always keeping in
view the laws of Spain and Mexico
and the act of Congress under which
the adjudication of these land titles
took place.
The following in short is the busi-

ness transacted:
In the New Mexico

district

282

never was a breath of scandal in connection with the court and no decision
or act of the court or its officials was
ever unfavorably criticized or assailed
even by claimants and attorneys for
litigants. It was soon established and
thereafter universally conceded that
absolute honesty and fairness pervaded the opinions of the court and the
acts of its officials and within a year
after it went to work actively, the utmost confidence was reposed in it and
the greatest respect was accorded to
the judges for their learning, ability,
honesty anil fairness. This was so well
established that during the remaining
twelve or thirteen years of the court
there was not the least friction in any
direction and all official matters connected with it moved in a smooth and
most satisfactory manner. This certainly is a remarkable record. It is
not only remarkable but also unique,
as there have been and are today
mighty few courts in this country or
in any other civilized nation of which
the above can truthfully and honestly
bo said.
The grim reaper invaded the ranks
of the court but once during the fourteen years of its existence and that is
also a remarkable feature. The rider
on the pale horse found but one victim among its n. embers and that was
the venerable Associate Justice Thomas C, Fuller who died about three
years ago. after having spent a most
and praiseworthy
useful, honorable
life, and in the fullness of well doing
and honors.
'"The evil that men do, lives after
them; the good is oft interred
with
their bones!" The United States
Court of Private Land Claims did no
evil and hence this cannot live after
it; but it did great, lasting and far
reaching good for the commonwealths
of New Mexico and of Arizona, and for
this its members, the U. S. attorney
with the court, and its attaches and
employes will be remembered by the
citizens of the now territories of New
Mexico and Arizona, and the New
Mexican hopes the soon to lie great
states of New Mexico and Arizona for
many, many years to come.
"Well
done, truly well done, ye good and
faithful servants of the people, upright
and learned judges, dutiful, honest
and energetic attorneys and employes"
is the verdict of the government of
the United States, of the people of
New Mexico and Arizona, of the land
grant claimants and their attorneys at
this the last, session of this highly respected and dignified body, now known
to the law as the United States Court
of Private I and Claims and which
will cease when the sun goes down on
the last day of the month of roses of
this year. The people of New Mexico,
ard this paper is glad to speak for
them, wish the judges, U. S. Attorney Reynolds and every attache and
every employe long life, good health,
much prosperity and success in all
their future undertakings, one and all,
from the highest to the lowest, from
the chief justice to the stenographer.
They take with them to their homes
and will retain as long, especially as
this generaltion shall live, the respect,
the esteem and the good will of the
people of these two commonwealths.
The New Mexican is proud and grati- field to be able to thus express
the.
opinions, views and sentiments of the
people towards these judges and offi
cials. May Providence lift unon them
the light of His countenance and keep
them safely for all the days allotted
them upon this mundane sphere.

cases have been filed twelve of which
were transferred to the Arizona district; of these 231 grants Were confirmed. These grants contained
acres of which l,S34.98i acres
were confirmed and 32,718,354 acres
were rejected. In the Arizona district
the
20 cases were filed including
twelve transferred from New Mexico,
and of these one was tried in New
Mexico. leaving nineteen cases filed.
These cases involved 837,679 acres of
which 116.539 acres were confirmed
and 721,139 acres rejected. Three cases were filed in the New Mexico district for money judgment against the
United States for patented lands within confirmed grants. Two of them
were rejected but in the case of Jose
Chaves y Gallegos, et al., versus the
United States, judgment, was rendered PROMPT AND
TIMELY ACTION BY
for the claimants in the sum of $573.-6THE
BOARD OF COUNTY
Fifty-seveof
land.
for 410.90 acres
COMMISSIONERS.
grants were appealed to the SuThe people of this city and county
Court.
preme
are greatly pleased with the prompt
The record of the entire court and
action
taken
of every official connected with it is L. Kendall yesterday by Chairman A.
and Commissioners Arthur
Its
and
clean
bright.
remarkably
and
Nicolas Quintana in the
Seligman
work was done with honor to the govmatter of the
reduction of
ernment, credit to itself, with benefit train and mail proposed on
service
the Lamy
land
Even
the
and good to the people.
branch. The commissioners fully regrant claimants and their attorneys alize that the
taking off of another
admit that, its decisions were uniform-allon the branch will prove of matrain
sound and based upon law, the
terial
evidence and the facts in each case, businessinjury and great harm to the
and property interests of the
carefully prepared, soundly thought city and county,
as well as cause great
out and rendered with the utmost spir- inconvenience and
much vexatious deit of fairness, impartiality and justice.
to travelers, tourists and to the
lay
a
to
and
done
The good
this Territory
citizens of New Mexico, who
smaller degree also to Arizona, can many
have business in the Capital and who
and
in
dollars
calculated
be
hardly
lands visit this city quite often. This action
cents.
The value of the
and to of the board is in pleasing contrast
saved to the government
the inactivity and carelessness of
the people by the court's decisions with
the
administration in this importcity
amounts to many and many times the
acted in
entire cost of the court during its ex- ant matter, whicha has so far
bump on a log,
istence. Indeed, the benefits derived the character of
from the action of the court can hard- neither ornamental nor useful. The
board of county commissioners is enly be calculated 'at the present time, titled to the thanks of the
people of
more
more
and
will
become
apparbut
ent as time rolls on and as the lands the county for its prompt and decisive
and for its standing up for the
restored to the public domain, are put action of
the people in this matter.
rights
become
under irrigation,
productive The
while courteous and
resolutions,
and of more value.
The court at its organization consist- decent, are nevertheless strong and
ed of the following: Chief Justice earnest and present the sentiments of
the people of this county in language
Joseph R. Reed of Iowa, Associate Jus- not to
be mistaken. The New Mexican
tice V. W, Murray of Tennessee; Asthat
the Santa Fe Railway manhopes
C.
of
Thomas
Fuller
sociate Justice
Associate
Justice agement will heed their tenor and conNorth Carolina;
tents and that no further reduction in
Henry C. Sluss of Kansas: Associate train or mail service
on the Lamy
of
F.
Stone
Justice Wilber
Colorado;
branch will take place. Any other acAttorney for the United States Matt tion will
certainly result in detriment
G. Reynolds of Missouri; Clerk James
to all concerned.
and
harm
of
H. Reeder
Kansas; Deputy Clerk
Ireneo L. Chaves of New Mexico; InterSecretary Moody of the navy, is of
preter Eusebio Chacon of Colorado. To
this personnel were added from time to the opinion that the clerks in his detime the following: W. H. Pope of partment have too easy a time of it
New Mexico, assistant attorney: L. F. The people agree with him. A little
Parker. Jr.. of Missouri, stenographer; more work and less loafing might not
Francisco Delgado of New Mexico, become amiss in most of the Washington departments and in some of the destenographer; V. J. McPherson of
offices not situated in the
Ohio, stenographer; W. M. Tipton of partmental
New Mexico translator and assistant nation's Capital.
attorney: Mrs. Yrrisarri, deputy clerk
The state of Nebraska in not repreSherrard Coleman, Henry H. Flipper,
sented
by a bttfiding at the I'iiHiana
G.
.special
Coleman,
and Clayton
Purchase Exposition, but the Democagents.
It is but the' truth to say that every racy of the state win he represented
one of the justices, U. S. Attorney and that in great shape at the St.
Louis convention by Mr. Bryan, who is
Reynolds and each member of the
likely to succeed in making ".St. Louis
did
and
of
assistants
employes
corps
on that occasion.
howl"
his full duty in every respect; there
2
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The Dinner Paii

Of the American working man is ..
In some cases i' :'
erally well filled.
too well filled. It contains too nia.r.
kinds of food, and very often the foou L
of the wrong kind hard to digest aar
containing little nutrition. As ii conseq-

PROFESSIONAL

OXFORD CLUB
mutant sapprr

Has on hand a

uence many a working man develops some
form of stomach

of

which interferes with his health
and reduces his wor
Ing capacit1
.

any other
cation of

BAN FRANCISCO

indi- - jnjC

thestoni-

V

-

a c h and its
allied organs of
digestion and nutrition, the use of
Dr. Pierce';, Golden

J

Medical Discovery
will almost m variably produce a perfect and perman-

ent cure.
Mr. Tnotrjas

Santa

FB, M. K.

ST., SAJTTA

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices

OU.

Griffin

Block.

EUGENE A. F1SKE,

Attorney and Counselor at La.;
Santa Fe. N. Ttf.
Supreme and District Court Fraction

E Lacome, Ptoptieto.

BENJAMIN

M.
Attorneys-Law- ,

Santa Fe.

Office Sena Block.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

R. J. PALEN, President.

READ,

N. M

Paift,

a

WILLIAM McKEAN.

A.

Swarts, of Sub Station
C. Columbus. O., Box
" I was
writes
103,
taken with severe
headache, then era tups
in the stomach, and
my food would not digest, then kidney and
liver trouble and my back got weak so I could
scarcely get around. At last I had all the
at once, the more I doctored the worse I
I had become so
got until six years passed.
1
couia only wain in me nouse dv me
aid of a chair, and I got so thin I had given up
to ilie, thinking that I could not be cured. Then
one of my neighbors said, Take my advice and
take Dr. "Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
make a new man out of yourself.' The first
bottle helped me so I thought I would get
another, and after I had taken eight bottles in
about six weeks, I was weighed, and found I
I am as
had gained twenty-seve(27) pounds.
I think, as I ever was."
stout and healthy

Attorney-at-La-

HENRY I,. WALDO, Vice President

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
WILLIAM

N. M.

H. H. LLEWELLYN.

Attorney-at-Law- .

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Las Cruces. New mti
District attorney for Dona Ana.'oters
tIVa Judicial and Sierra Countta
District.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor r.M.i
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa
i' j
Land and mining businessFe,
a
sceda!'
KM
-- -r

Free. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, paper covers, is sent free
on receipt of 21 one-cestamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R V

MAX. FROST,
Attorney, at Law,
:
Fe : :
New Mexico

Phone

Where there

is indigestion or

at Law.

Attorneys

EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico Offlc
in the Capitol.

the finest brands f
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AH the Popttla Ganass.

trouble

CARDS.

United States Designated Depositary.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

r!

Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Frompt and careful
given to all business.
District Attorney for the r,0pntle
of Santa Fe, Rio
Arriba, Taos and Sam
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

n

NOTHING WAS GAINED BY IT.
From a perusal of recent issues of
the Socorro Chieftain and the San Mar-cia- l
Bee, it is quite apparent that the
fact that the district court headquarters was removed from the city of Socorro by the action of the Territorial
Supreme Court in redisricting the
Territory is not pleasing to the people
there. That feeling is very natural.
Indeed, from an economical standpoint
the measure has nothing' to commend
it, and from a political standpoint, it
is certainly not good. The New Mexican at. no time has been or is now in
favor of mixing politics with the conduct of the courts in cases before them
or in any matter in which judicial proceedings of any kind are had, but
when it. comes to redisricting the Territory for judicial purposes, the desires and wishes of the people who are
to compose the judicial districts, the
economical aspects of the case, the
geographical situation and to some extent the political side of the matter,
should be taken into consideration.
However, there is no use in crying over spilled milk. The people of Socorro will have to make the best of it and
that is all there is to it at this time.
The New Mexican is informed that
the assessed values of the county of
Bernalillo for this year will be $400,000
above the assessments returned for the
year, 190:!. This item shows that Assessor George F. Albright attended to
his business promptly and carefully
and while not taking any oppressive or
undue action on property owners, has
nevertheless managed to increase the
valuation returned for assessment to a
very gratifying degree. The counties
of the Territory that have good and
competent assessors, ought to congratulate themselves upon this fact.

EDWARD C. WADE,

The Palace Hotel

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.

Large Sample Rooms fer Commercial

LAS CRUCES,

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial Di3trlet.
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE. Founder.

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO,
A. B. RENBHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices in the Supreme and DIatrMv
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY

Oustanding Assurance

Dec. 31, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903
Income '
Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .

$1,409,918,742.00

.....

322,047,968.00
73,718.350.93
381,226.035.53

Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03

.

1903

34.949,672.27

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronla
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
156
m.,
p. m. Phc-n- e

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.
C. O. HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Engineers

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,

Santa Fe, N. M

102 Chapelle St.,

2-- 5

2

Vice-Presiden- t.

bv local annlicatioiis.

NEW MEXICO.

files?,

New Mexico

Santa Fe

Deafness Cannot be Cured
as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is onlyone way to cure deatness. aim that is by
constitutional remedies. Deatness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous lin
hit? of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
is inflamed you haye a rumbling sound or
imuerfect hearlnir. and when it is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can betaken out and this tube
restored to itsnormalcondition, hearing will
be destroyed forever nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition or the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
Send for circulars free.

Cuisine and TaWe
Service Unexcolird

Mmsvatcd and Refui- Throughout.

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

:

P. J CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, 7Sc.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation

Twice your money's worth at
Bon Ton.

the

Stenography

A. P. HOGLE

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

Office

Facilities are complete for the
prompt production of Book, Pamphlet,
Catalogues, and General Printing and Binding. We do nly the Best
grades of work and solicit the business of firms and individuals desiring
"something above the ordinary" at
simply a consistent rate for the character of work w turn out.

Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMEK.
RESIDENCE

CURE

THE

141.

mr - s

t

CCK

tttttCtt

Tame Wioes
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trad.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled :

W. R. PRICE.

Santa Fe,

Prop.

N. M.

LUNCS

New Discovery
and

Residence

PhoAe 151

Price
50c &$ 1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, LiquorsfcCigars
Native Wines for Family Use.
,tefr4d
rum, uwjvm
OUR

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

First class short order meals at tho
Bon Ton.

m "OUR PLACE"

,m Dr. King's
FORC0UGH8

76.

From Spanish into ain, lab and from
English intu Spanish carefuly made.
Office with U. S. Attorney
for the
Court of Private Land Claimn, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Night Calls

'PHONE

jPjllipWWiisjW

the

KILL the COUCH
AND

Phone

writer. Translations

GALISTEO STREET

OUR

is

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Notary Public, Stenographer ard Type.

The Santa' Fe announces another series of homeseekers' tickets from points
in the middle west to New Mexico and
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
They will be sold every first and third
Tuesday from May to December.

The El Paso, Northeastern
"Cloudcroft Line."

&

OM

Cnw, McBrayer. Ctaekeaheimer Rye, Taylor
ana onogrw, y., vv manes.
SAN FRANCISCO
SANTA FE. N. M.
STRfgT

s

;

Saita Fe Nw Mexican, Tcesday, Jme J 4, 1904.

Woman's
Nightmare

No woman's happl.
nesi can be complete
without children ; it
it her nature to love
and want them
as much so at
it is to love the
beautiful and
jmre. The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must
pass, however, is so fraught with dread,
suffering and danger,
that the very thought of it fills her withpain,
apprehension and horror.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful
r dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for
the coming event that it is safely passed without
any danger. This
groat ana wonaeriui

DO NOT

DOSE THE STOMACH.

oure Catarrh by Nature's Own Meth
od Every Breath of Hyomei
Brings Relief.
Nearly every one who lias catarrt
iuiuwb now loonsti ir. is to try and cure
it by drugging the stomach.
Tempo
rary relief may be given, but a cure

Santa Fe Central RaiTy.
Blanks
TIME TABLE
Legal
Effective Sunday, June 5, 1904.
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sheet.
self.
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a medicine dropper and a bottle of
Coal Declaratory Statement, 2 sheet Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
The inhaler lasts a lifetime
Coal Declaratory Statement and Pow points east and for El Paso, Texas and
A Beautiful Leaend Written By Elois Hyomei.
and if one bottle does not cure, an ex
all points in Southern New Mexico,
t,
er
B.
of Attorney and
Renehan Printed in Pamphlet
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM
TOP
tra bottle of Hyomei can be obtained
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
2
sheet.
Form for Distribution.
for 50 cents. It is the most economical
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M for
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet
of all remedies advertised for the cure
And
You
points east and west on the Atchison,
Out
Notice
Forfeiture,
orPublishlng
The .story of Saguache, the Santa of catarrh, and is the only one that
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
do
OUR TRAINS. We
4 sheet.
Fe Elk is published in pamphlet form follows nature in her method of treat
For rates and information aadress
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and will be distributed at the Louisi; diseases of the respiratory organs.
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Brand,
It is a well written article from the Hyomei outfits and the more he sells dor's
Santa Fe. N. M.
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book?
(In
pen of Elois B. Renehan of this city. the more convinced he is that he is
The New Mexican Printing
Not
Bill
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sheet.
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Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Brand, 2 sheet.
She was of all his children the pet, and
Santa Fe Branch.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable information.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
the beloved of her tribe. The color of
TIME TABLE.
Rec
Owner's
W. D. MURDOCH, A. G. P. A.,
her tresses, so strange among her Deep tearing or wrenching pains, oc- dle Animals Not Bearing
A. DULOHERY,
AST BOiTKD
WR8T BOUBD
sheet.
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texa.
people, gave to her a casioned by getting wet through; orded Brand,
City of Mexico.
No. 425.
MlLIS No. 420
Certificate of Brand, 2 sheet
haracter almost supernatural, for worse when at rest, or on fi"st moving
5:30 p in..Ar... Santa Fe..Lv..
9:0(1 am
6:4'J a m...Lv. . AlatnoBtt... Ar 153.. 8 tODm
they believed that she was a particu the limbs and in cold or damp weather
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m
Alamosa
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Ida..
via
STOCKHOLDERS.
TO
is
NOTICE
lar being sent by ihe Great Spirit for
cured quickly by Ballard's
2:21a m..Lv... , Pueblo.. ,.Lv..5S87.. 2:45am
rhe regular annual meeting of the 8.00 p m..Lv.... Denver
the glory of the fees. They knew
Ar W4.. (:21am
Oscar Oleson Gibson City,
nothing of albinism and could conceive Illinois, writes Feb. 16, 1902; "A year stockholders of the New Mexico Print
Trains stop at Emb::d;i for dinner
no other reason for her blue-eyeand ago I was troubled with a pain in my ing Company will he held at the office where
good meals are served.
golden-haireback. It soon got so bad f could not of the company in the city of Santa
beauty.
Connections,
So. one clay a council was held in a bend over. One bottle
of Ballard's Fe, Territory of New Mexico on Mon
At
Antonito
for Durango, Silverton
election
cleared spot among the pine trees to Snow Liniment cured me." 25c, 50c, day July 11, 1904,4 p.m. for the
and intermediate points.
of directors for ensuing year and for
consider some special way of honoring $1.00 at Fischer's Drug
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
NIAGARA
LOUIS
he transaction of such business as intermediate
the Deity by honoring
points via either the standmeetThe finest dinner in the city at the may regularly come before the
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
Tall, slender, sinewy
FALLS
CHICAGO
lothed with the dignity of his war Bon Ton.
ng. Stockholders will please take no- narrow gauge via Salida, making the
P. F. KNIGHT,
entire trip In dav light and passing
ice.
like race, and seemingly moved by the
CURES OLD SORES.
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
momentousness of the occasion, arose
Secretary.
NEW YORK
DETROIT
Westmoreland, Kansas, May 5, 1902.
also for all points on Creede branch.
N. M., June S 1904.
Santa
to speak. A hush fell over the assem- Ballard
Fe,
Your
Snow Liniment Co.:
At Sal ida for all points west.
known that
BOSTOR bly, for it wasmost
At
BUFFALO
Snow Liniment cured an old sore on
Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Sued By His Doctor.
eloquent of all the the side of my chin that was supposed
quah was the
Springs for all points east.
me
for
sued
has
"A
doctor
here
chiefs and the wisest in council.
For further information, sleeping car
to he a cancer. The sore was stub$12.50 which I claimed was excessive reservations time cards, literature, etc.,
"Chiefs and braves." he said, "Kat- - born and would not
to
treatment
yield
or a case of cholera morbus," says R. call on or address.
is not the child of Hoo-nauntil I tried Snow Liniment, which did
F. H. McBride, Agent.
of Coachella, Cal. "At the trial
is not a daughter of our
White,
Traek fraes Kansas City ee
ffce Shortest b4 Only Mat
ia1K Over lis
the work in short order. My sister, he
Sania Fe, IS. M.
his medical skill and medi- is more glorious Mrs.
praised
tribe,
M. LmIs to Viafftm
S K.
J.
Allensville,
Hoopbb, G. P A .
ine. I asked him if it was not Cham
than any Ute, as she is more beautiful Miffin Sophia Pa., Carson,
has a sore and mis- berlain's
Eenvet, Ook.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
than any star, for not even the long-taile- trusts County
it is a cancer. Please send
that
I
reason
and Service Unexcelled
shoots her a 50c bottle. For sale
Remedy he used as had good
light that sometimes
by Fischer to believe it was, and he would not say
Three Selld Feet Tkrovgh Trains Dally across the sky compares with her in Drug Co.
under oath that it was not." No doc
splendor. She is the offspring of Him
tor could use a be'ter remedy than
no
to
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life
whom
when
go
longer
A dinner like your mother used to
allows oa til Mekets via Ntaffai KsOa. Meals served in the cete. burns. She is the favorite of heaven
top-o- w
this in a case of cholera morbus, it
never fails. Sold by all druggists.
tnted Wabash Palaee Dial Cars. For further teterwAtloa Inquire of Con do come as a guest to us, and is a fire on cook, at the Bon Ton.
. BTCaCOCC.
(Effective January i, 1904.)
or address
Ctokei
the hilltop to warn of danger: a shield
WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
No. 720 leave Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
on the arm, better than best buffalo
Publication.
Notice
for
Can anything be worse than to feel
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
hide, to ward off the foe. To her we that every minute will be your last?
(Small Holding Claim No. 2621. J
connection from
Paso and Southern
DUPAKIMENT OF THE IjfTEKIOR,
owe loyalty and devotion. Our pray- Such was
of Mrs. S. H.
the
N M. California,
Office.
lTnlAil
Fe.
experience
Land
Santa
arrive at Santa
Statpa
returning,
to
ers and holy songs, if addressed
her, Newson, Decatur, Ala., "For 3
5, 1904
Notice is hereby given that tiie Fe at 11:50 a. m.
years" Jii'm
of
tiled
has
notice
will float upward on the wings of the she
claimant
following-namewrites, "I endured insufferable hU intention to make final proof in supoort
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4: 10 p.m.,
mist for answer quick and true. Let us
from indigestion,
stomach and of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the to connect with Nc. 2, west bound, for
pain
1891
to
H,
amended
some
method
show bowel trouble.
26Stats 8M).as
of March
today discover
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
Death seemed inevit act the
act of February 21. 1893 27 Stats,. 470). Southern California, returning arrive at
our loyalty and devotion, not only to able when doctors and all remedies By
of malaria.
and that said proof will be made before The Santa Fe at G:15 p. m.
Probate Clerk at Santa Fe, N M.. on 1 July 20.
her, but through her to Him whose failed. At
Don't Do it. It's Dangerous.
length I was induced to try 1904,
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7: 10 p. m.
viz: Manuel C, le Baca tor the raet in
she is. Yesterday at noon Electric Bitters
messenger
miv
Sec 4. T. 13 N., R. 9 E.. N. It, P. 14. He to connect with No. 7
and the result was
T1
westbound for
We'll admit it will euro malaria, but it leaves
w itnesses to prove his
I lay upon the green grass by the tri
names
the
following
raculous. I improved at once and now actual continuous adverse possession of said El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
almost deadly after effects.
bal spring, and slowly my eyes grew I'm
For liver, tract for twenty years next preceding C. the
completely recovered."
de California points.
viz: Andres
heavy, the 'shine became dimmer, the kidney, stomach and bowel troubles survey of the township,
Haca, of Santa Fe. N. M.. George Trujillo, of
Passengers for No. 8 eastbound will
irds above me seemed to hum a Electric Bitters is the
medicine. Kennedy. N. M.. Agapito Sena, Ambrosia also leave-oonly
No. 724. Train makes
N.
M.
ot
tne
of
Galisteo,
rowsy hymn, and the branches
50c. It's guarant J by Fischer Pino,
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ers, and I heard voices, as of celes
any subst mtial reason under the laws and wait
to cure mafaria, sick headache, biliousness,
Interior
of
why
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Department
Fe at 9:30 p. m.
Santa
regulations
I
tial creatures, debating. Soon caught
such proof should not be allowed will be
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
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an opportunity at the
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time and place to
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Chicago,
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of them said:
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Angeles and San Francisco. This
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is forgotten
ter, who is with the I
50 Cents o. Bottle
Druggists.
Manuel R. Otebo. Register. train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
or unknown among them for what she In Passenger Schedule on the Santa
Fe Central Railway Daylight Pasa. m. Eastbound at 2:02 a. m. No conHERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fa
It behooves us to see that she re
Between
senger Service
Beginning Just 1st the Denver & nection with these trains from Santa
ceives full recognition. In a hazy manSanta Fe and El Paso.
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ner, the Utes feel that she is from the
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not
of
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that
overspreading blue,
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
pany will inaugurate effective June 5,
at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
the earth. As we talk.
and return,
To Colorado Springs
All of above trains run through solid
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in
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and
Paso,
$19.55.
from
Chicago to California and carry
or
our
to
the council,
message
carry
SysTo Denver and return. $22.55.
sorrow will come upon him.' Therefore with the El
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
This new service will be daily
To Glenwood Springs and return, except California Limited, which carI called you together, that you may tem.
at
will
and
close
connection
be
made
$28.65.
ries Standard Sleepers only.
some
way that
plan
EI
Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
Through sleeping car reservation arshall receive full recognition and the Torrance, New Mexico, with the
System trains to stop over privilege at and north of ranged for on application.
Great Spirit be obeyed."
and from El Paso and all points south, Pueblo. Final limit October Cist. F.
City Ticket Office:
"What is your will?" said one.
'
H. McBride.
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA!
"You are the soul and the mind and east and west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
H. S. LUTZ. AGENT.
the power of our people. What you
leave
Santa Fe daily at C o'clock a. m.
The New Mexican prints the news.
command or desire, that shall be
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25 a. m.,
done," said another.
leave Torrance 10:30 a. m. and arrive
"So let it be, then,"
0 p. m. El
answered. "Now is the time of the El Paso
BIO
System train No.4 will depart from
young elks. Tomorrow before the sun El Paso
7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
climbs over the purple peaks beyond;
p. m. Santa Fe Central train No.
tomorrow before the tassels of tjie 3:25
2 will leave Torrance 3:30 p. m. artofrom
the
are
sky;
hung
morning
8
will
morrow while the crows of the night rive Santa Fe p. m. Connection
Rife
&
Rio
all
with
also
at
made
Torrance
be
still sleep, with their black wings trains to and from
El
east
via
the
the
&
Rio
spread over the world awake! arise!
and Rock Island
go forth! each in his own direction
El
and alone and take and bring home Systems, all
will carry Pullman
trains
System
each
elk
that
finest
alive
the
young
'No trouble
THE POPULAR LINE TO
wide
vestibule
standard,
equipment, a
questions
of
all
is
best
may find, and that which
also
standard
and
tourist
sleeper,
shall be a playmate for
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead
carLet no one come back empty handed." chair car. These trains will also
FAST.
in
Rock
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction,
Island
cars
ry
System
dining
saw
felt glad, for he
will
which
be
served.
all
meals
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San Francisco.
how faithful to him were his people,
TI(AIjV
Attention is also called to the fact
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma. and Seattle. Also
and he knew that when daylight came
El
that
and
the
all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
Reaches
again the camp would be deserted of Rock Island
systems are paying espeUtah and New Mexico.
in
its men. save him and Hoo-naColorado,
And so it happened, two days passed, cial attention to World's Fair travel.
It has been arranged for their trains
and three and four, a week was gone;
a new moon began no one had return- to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
and theirs' is the only line from the
ed. Fear fell upon
Time.
southwest
which has its own station
Mountain
m.
6:60
at
"Hoo-nah.- "
'
Paso
El
Leaves
p.
Daily
he said, what can it
To all Mountain Resorts
mean? Have I been deceived? Were at the World's Fair grounds, and passthe voices I heard, voices of our ene- engers traveling via this line may HT.The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroate to the Pacific Coast
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all potato mies? It must
be so, for why should leave the train at the World's Fair
row through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and avoid the crowds and delay
I
send
men
the
lav
forth each in a differ gates
For schedules, rates and other
and St. Louis without change.
at the Union Station.
ent
our
to
direction
and alone, contrary
AND
For passenger rates and other inforBETWEEN
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation caii on or address,
customs. Still, if it were a ruse of the
B. W. Rob-binto Chicago and Intermediate points.
Apaches to catch our folk scattered as mation address or call on
SALT LAKE CITY
ALAMOSA
general passenger agent. Santa
the wind scatters leaves, one here and
R. W. CURTIS
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
Fe
Fe.
Santa
Central
Railway.
one there, and kill them easily, this
PORTLAND
LEADVILLE
Southwestern Passenger Agent
could have been done days ago, and
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
GRAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
EL PASO, TEXAS
they would have come here, captured
cotton
If
have
tlean
you
women
our
rags
we
our
and
any
and
stores,
B. P TURNER
IV n LfiANASS
that are suitable for cleaning machinCen. Passenger and Ticket Agent would have been hacked and mutilated
Traveling Passenger Agent
ery, bring them to the New Mexican ofthe
hulks,
a
lying
upon
feast
for
ground
DINING CARS
DALLAS, TEXAS
EL PASO, TEXA8
I
fice and receive cash for same.
Continued on Page six.
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Its

Time to Change

! !

Give your faithful but tired Winter Suit a rest. A few days ago it
took courage to wear a Spring Suit. Now it takes more courage to
keep on your Winter "duds." If you knew how many of the very best
dressed men here were wearing Suits bought here you'd be surprised.

Hi

S

tip to

$8.50, $10, $14, $18

SPECIAL SALE
j.00

j.;5
j ,75

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

2

Guarantee of Style and Service

!

!

For the next two weeks we will place on sale our new and attractive line of Ladies
Simmer Waists at the following reduced prices:
. 85
2.25 Waists reduced to . . .
50c
75c Waists reduced to . . .

j.50

$25

SPECIAL SALE

!

CO
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We have them in all the leading styles and newest materials and designs.

Goes with every sale we make. We shall be pleased to show you the
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO,
THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN

s

P. O. BOX 219

Fe.
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City of Santa
249-25- 3
San Francisco St. Phone No. i 08

'PHONE NO.

36

attorney at Vinita In successful that body. Mr. Parker is chairman of Mr. Lindheim's friends in this city and
the on its own behalf, extends sincere conpractice. He came to attend the final the Republican delegation from constate of Missouri to the Chicago
gratulations and best, wishes to the
sessions of the court.
J
J
vention and will be a prominent figure newly married couple.
of
the
Navarro,
.luan
secretary
PERSONAL MENTION J
He is conStephen Clark Reynolds, sru 6t .Matt:
board of penitentiary commissioners at that notable gathering.
of
one
sidered
the
foremost
lawyers of G. Reynolds, of this city. United States
of
that
after attending; the sessions
attorney for the Court of Private Land.
board here, yesterday left this morning his state.
Rev. VV. A. Cooper went to Bspanola
.1. J,
of the Claims, after spending a few days with
for his northern home.
manager
McDonald,
yesterday to hold services there.
Company his cadet corps at the World's Fair
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fleming, Connecticut Fire Insurance
Manufacturer of
Mrs. B. Penett of Monero, is visiting Miss Edith
FULL LINK OF- of
with
Misses
the
Hartford,
headquarters in Chi- has returned to the United States
Haywood,
friends in the Capital City today.
tomor- cago, spent yesterday In town investi- Military Academy at West Point, New
will
John
and
Zook,
Scott
spend
w ill bo
lEXICW FIUfiSEJEWELBT.
t
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
Griffith, a business man of
row in the Santa Fe (.'anon, driving gating the financial condition of the York, from which institution he
Cadet
ReyWednesday.
graduated
in
on
the
His
conclude
the Territory.
Capital.
company may
today
as far as (ho Ualton Divide
rlllos,
SILVERWARE.
to do business in New Mexico and if nolds belongs to one of the old MisHon T. 1!. Catron arrived last night Scenic Route Road.
souri and Kentucky families. His fath
from
D. M. Oberman of Jefferson
City, so will purchase $10,000 in territorial er is a
trip to Denver and AlttUquer'
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS 1
graduate of the United States
bonds to make the deposit required by
in
the
visitor
a
business
was
que.
Missouri,
naval academy at Annapolis, being the
law
with
the
treasurer
territorial
for
PWfTCt Fob Chains,
of
Frank Dibert, accompanied by his city today. He spent a large part
such purposes. Mr. .McDonald seemed third in his class, and serve! on the
wife ami family, returned last evening the day visiting historic spots about
filigree Neck Chains,
favorably impressed with what, he bad high seas, in China, and Japan, before
Santa Pe as this is his first, trip to the seen
from Ahtelbpe Springs.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
in Albuquerque and what he saw abandoning naval life for the legal proPi puty Sheriff J. M. Bpivey, who has city.
Brooch
Pins.
He left last night, for Las Vegas fession, in which he has risen t:, the
here.
Filigree
t,
Celso Baca, well known land owner where he will remain for a
been in town several days, returned
St. Louis
day return-In- top.
Filigree Bracelets,
and sheep man of Santa Rosa, Leonard
this afternoon to Madrid.
thence
for
his
home.
Chicago
Filigree Card Cases,
.!. R. Shanloy, wife
and children, Wood County, is on one of his periodiCauls have been received in this cily
were sightseers in the Capital City to- cal visits to the Capital. He has
as
well
the marriage on Thursday
as
and
announcing
relatives
s.
friends,
many
T wo
Schilling's
day.
They came from Denver.
South Side Plaza Santa Fej
the 8th instant in New York City of
relations
business
here,
William M. Bell of Las Vegas, who
Miss
that is,
more
Theresa. Goldstein to Hernial' Best; and one
Eusebio Chacon of Las Vegas, forMi-represents an insurance company, was
Lindhelm
was
Lindheim,
for
of
U.
S.
Court
many
merly interpreter of the
in the city today on a business trip,
stand for the besti
years a resident of this city engaged money back
Private Land Claims, is among the
Miss Reed, an instructor in the Alin
the wholesale and retail dry goods
of the court who are today
in trade: best goods and b St
lison mission school in this city will In the
He is a man of sterling
and took pari In the business.
Capital
leave next week for her home In Iowa.
fine
of
business
qualities,
ability and dealing.
closing ceremonies of that body.
has many warm friends and acquainV. D. Lee, general manager of
the
F. If. Fierce, president, of the Agua tances
Yuur grocer's ; monryback.
Santa. Fe Central
here, He is now in business in
Railway returned Pura Company at Las Vegas, and presthe
cotton
to
last evening from a business trip
goods line in New Fork
ident of the board of penitentiary comand is very prosperous and weil
Torrance.
The best is not too good for the Bon
missioners who presided at the ses- City
to do. The New Mexican on behalf of Ton.
arrived
W.
wife
and
Hanna
Thomas
M.
N.
was
Santa
Old
commission
the
the
of
Fe,
Near
sion
Church,
yesterday,
San Miguel Street,
from Lamy today to visit Mr. Hanna's a passenger for the Meadow City this
B.
Mrs.
Mr.
I,
I
and
Hanna, and forenoon.
parents,
CUT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY Mm
to buy provisions.
Judge J. H. Reeder of Hayes City,
San Francisco St.
Mrs. B. S. Randall, wife of E. S. Kansas, was an arrival in the Capital
DECORATIONS
Telephone 26.
WEDDING BOUQUETS
Randall, the owner of the Taos flour- last evening. Mr. Reeder was for
FLORAL DESIGNS
ing mill, is in the city visiting friends. twelve years the efficient, clerk of the
She is registered at the Claire.
U. S. Court of Private Land Claims and
P. O, Box 457
J
&
Telephone No. 12
at
V. H. NeWCOmb Of Silver city, wno is now judge of the District Court
attended the meeting of the board of his Kansas home. He journeyed to
G---R
the Capital of New Mexico in order to
penitentiary commissioners here yi
S.
at.
U.
the ending of the
be present
returned home last night.
in terday,
George R. Bailey and Grover Abbott Court, of Private Land Claims with
who have been prospecting on the Na which he was connected for so many
vaho Reservation, for about, six weeks. years.
H. B. Holt of the law firm of Bon- If HI1 If n
SM
KUI
returned home today.
hi i I
h KUVUKhKK
Miss Woodward, a teacher at the Al ham & Holt, of Las Crimes, spent tolison mission school, here will leave day in the Capital on business before MVlMMBPBHMillM
next week for her home in Iowa, where the IJ; S. Court of Private Land Claims
as attorney for claimants of the Refushe will spend the vacation month
By Us
Day.
if
Dr. A. B. Morrison, superintendent gio Colony Land Grant, in Dona Ana
The
claimants
County.
protested
Mexiof the Spanish missions of New
Next Week They Will Be at Their Best & Cheapest
the approval of the official surco, left for Las Vegas this morning against
of
heretofore
made
and
the
grant
where he will hold quarterly confer- vey
Also a
want 4,000 acres more than this surence.
FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A WEEK.
vey allowed them.
in
Associate Justice Henry C. Sluss of
E. M. Phillips of Los Angeles, and G.
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
Wichita, Kansas, is registered at the
Palace and today at tended the sessions Sebcrg of Racine, Wisconsin, who are
for
01 tne land court ot wincii lie is
a interested in securing placer lands mathe working of a new dry washing
member.
LOOK IN THE WINDOW AND SEE.
chine and gold concentrator, left this
H. S. DuVal of this city, who has
We Have Jast Received Another Car of
morning for Espanola, to visit the placThe samples of Beautiful Hosiery !
been absent for several months has re er
beds on the upper Chama as well
In
He
turned home.
has been
the cen as on the upper Rio Grande before reI
AT
trai part ot tne Territory surveying turning. They desire to post thempublic lands.
selves fully upon the possibilities and
Mrs. ,T. M. Horn, formerly of Kenne resources of Rio Arriba
and Taos
148
'PHONE
BLOCK
CATRON
dy, was in the city today buying fur Counties in that line.
nlture and provisions for the new com
F. H. Newell, chief of the reclamapany hotel at Torrance of which she tion service was in Albuquerque today
BOSS PATENT : : : $ .50 for 50 lb. Sack
was recently placed in charge.
consulting with the biisiness men of
Deputy U. S. Marshal George A the Duke City in reference to irrigaCRYSTAL PATENT
for 50 lb. Sack
$ J.
Kaseman of Albuquerque, arrived from tion matters. While in the city he Will
UB9S99
the south last evening and attended visit the irrigation plant of Herman
the IT. S. Court of Private Land Claims Blueher in Old Albuquerque, and will
in his official capacity today.
drive through the country around. Mr.
J. . CANUKLARIO
ttOl
I ranc
Newell has just visited the Tonto irC. V. Dilts of Las Vegas and former
is' o St.
ly of Santa Fe, spent the day in the rigation dam in the Salt Lake Valley,
Mr. near Phoenix, Arizona, which is now
city visiting old acquaintances.
Dilts opened the first bowling alley In under construction.
the city almost two years ago.
Chairman A. L. Kendall of the board
Antonio Dominguez of Las Truchas, of county commissioners
who has
commissioner ot Rio Arriba been here for a week or more presidCounty, and Cresosto Archuleta, jus- ing at the sessions of the board left this
tice of the peace at Las Truchas were evening for his Cerrillos home. He
was accompanied by his grand daueh-in the city today on a business trip.
Mrs. E. C. Roberts, who will visit
tor,
Mrs. V. M. Moody after visiting relhim for the coming two or three1
atives In the city for two days was a with
months.
Mrs. Roberts' home is in
passenger this morning via the Den Boston and her husband is a
surgeon
ver & Rio Grande Railroad for her
In the U. S. army now stationed a;
home at Glenwoody.
Province.
Camp McGrath, Batangas
Associate Justice Wilber F. Stone Island of Luzon.
of the U, 8. Court of Private Land
L. F.
of St.
Claims, arrived Iron; his home in Den- solicitor Parker St. LouisLouis, general
IP' m
of
San Franthe
HiBSr
ver last evening and was present at
cisco Railway, arrived from the south
the sessions of the court today.
last evening and is registered at the
L. F. Parker, Jr., mayor of Vlnita, In- Palace.
Mr. Parker was, in the early
dian Territory, was among yesterday's days of the U. S. Court of Private
'.
'
:3v
.
Li
arrivals. Mr. Parker was for a number Land Claims, an assistant attorney for
i
to
of years stenographer with the U. S. the United States before the court, and The best place
buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
Court of Private Land Claims and is came to attend the closing sessions of Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexiean Drawn Work.
Box 346.
now an
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Fashion Has Decreed

K

1

That tan shoes shall take the lead this
season.
Consult our grand display you want to

Are Received

Every

be swell.

fine line of patent leather and other
shoes and Oxfords for the
nobby styles

particular dresser.

BOSS PATEJST and

CRYSTAL PATENT

The Hallack

40

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard iot

jSgjjjjy
and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by 55

j

1

W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

IRELAND'S

lour

I

Leads Them All
FAMOUS ICE CREAM

iJ

SODA.

Santa Fc New Mexican, Tuesday, Jane 14, 1904.
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were present:

Chairman

A.

L. Ken-
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GRUNT COUNTY CONDITIONS.

J. P. VICTORY ,'CARTWRIGHT--

Heiigman or this citv ami commission- er Nicolas Quintana of Pojoaque, Pro- W. H. Newcomb of Silver City, Thinks
Attorney at Law and
bate Clerk Celso Lopez and Deputy
They Are All Right Gratifying
Clerk FederiCO Lopez. The board ad
Activity in Mining Circles.
GLORY TO OLD GLORY!
to meet, on the first Monday in
journed
Oh, heaven born banner: ESmbl&a of .July.
Judge V. H. Newcomb of Silver City
liberty!
Wat- - was in the city
Fe
Owen
of
the
Santa
Manager
a
yesterday to attend a
Whose stars and stripes, wave o'er
er and Light, Company is very busy meeting of the penitentiary commis- il? Sin Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M
nation free!
rtlAL ESTATE LOANS.
Whose glorious folds, through many with a force of men in digging a well sioners he being a member of the comon which work was commenced by him mission. When interviewed by a rep
Money to loan upon real estate securthe Power house of resentative of the New Mexican he had
Were filled with widows sighs, and a. week aS
on easy terms.
the
has struck water the following to say in regard to con- ity
He
company.
tears.
moist with orphans'
is now blast ins In solid rock. He ditions in Grant County:
HOMES.
We bow before thee; thou banner BO and
I have a nice cottage (double) ill
hopes to strike a good and strong flow
"The conditions prevailing in Grant
revered
oil na Of water almost any moment. As soon County at the present time are good rooms on one side, 4 on
the other;
And )y dii
By thy native sons!
as he does, a pump will be put up and in almost every respect. It is true that jwner occupies 4 rooms and the re
tions feared!
he lack of rain will be felt by the cat- rent for $25 a month; good nelghboi
Thou pride of patriotic hearts! Who the water pumped into the reservoir.
to some extent, but. there have flood: ample space to erect other
tlemen
Boss
Miss
Louise
Anna
Hubbard
of
never knew defeat.
on same street;
seeker, been, and will be, no such losses as
stables aa
On field or battle, or the ocean's briny ton. Massachusetts, a health
who has been sojourning here for some have been staled by those who have other outbuildings; the price asked
deep!
'"me
PMt died this morning. Tuber- misrepresented matters for reasons very low.
Wave on! Old Glory!
rill time's no
culosis was the cause of her death. Her best known to themselves.
more ;
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes ob
"The Colorado Fuel and Iron Com- Manhattan
The prayer of sainted patriots on mother and sister were with her at
avenue, one a now stont
of
to
resume
of
to
time
her
death.
leave
the
pany
expects
shipments
They
heaven's eternal shore.
house with all modern improvement";
Pueto
ore
iron
from
fammorrow
Hanover
with
Gulch
the remains for the
SAMUEL CAREY MEEK,
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
Vet. 18CMSGC. ily home in Boston. The young wo- blo on June 15, with a daily output of rooms; fruit and
vegetable garden;
man came too late to be benefited by from 700 to 800 toils. Mr. Laughlin.
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 cholc
the climate.
manager of the Comanche Mining and fruit
A heavy rainfall yesterday is reporttrees; currant and raspberrj
a
on
who
been
has
Smelting
Company,
Not
is
much
care
to
ed from Estancia
the south and
being given this
lot 80 by 265 feet. The ston
bushes;
to
machinto
Denver
for
arrange
from Las Vegas to the east.
year to the plaza. It is noticed that trip
will
house
be rented.
ery to complete a large smelting plant
Champeko, a MoquJ basket maker many people are walking over the
on
erected
the
site
of
the
plain
being
them.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
and blanket weaver from Gallup, is in grass plots, thus destroying
I have several business blocks toi
Stray animals are also found there destroyed by fire in July of last year,
town today disposing of his wares.
once in a while disporting themselves has returned to Silver City. He ex sale on this great mart of
trade, some
Juan Costillo. went overland to the and
making merry within the limits of pects to have a 200 ton plant in opera- of them producing more than eight
Pecos River country this morning. He
comof
tion
first
His
the year.
by the
the
Yesterday a large white
per cent, net, on purchase price asked
expects to be absent a week or ten burroplaza.
had a fancy time there cropping pany will enlarge from time to time as
will
time
which
he
spend fishing whatever little
days,
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
green grass showed it- business warrants.
and hunting there.
"In the Burro Mountains a large con
self. People are askins if the Wo- I have several other commercial and
.
The statement of the First National man-- Board of Tratie has
to submit those de
chargp centrating plant is neanng completion business
Bank of this city, which appears on of the plaza and if not who has. It is and the Leopalds of Chicago hope" to siring to proDositions
enter merca;.tile life and to
of
issue
shows
this
that
another page
beieve(1 that lf the Woman's Board of have it ready to run inside of the next row up with the new era of prosperity
the bank is a strong, sale institution, Trade will see Manager Owen of the 90 days. They have secured control of now coining in with the tianta Fe Cenand in good financial condition.
Santa Fe Water and Light Company the Sampson group, the St. Louis tral Railway.
Are you ambitious to go into busi- tnat it is possime that water tor irri- group, and several other claims ami
CHURCHES.
ness for yourself? You can soon do so gating the grass plots and to keep the propose to operate them for all they
am authorized to dipose of the ConI
At any are worth. T. E. Carter is their manby saving your money and depositing grass alive can be secured.
on the south side,
ager and to him will be due ali the gregational Church,
it, through the mails, with the Plaza rate the effort should be made.
to the contemplated Union
convenient
Vea
of
to
the
credit,
of
Las
Bank
Trust and Savings
carrying
enterprise
The New Mexican Printing Company
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
gas.
has just printed and delivered to San- successful issue.
be sold cheap, or the building will be
in
are
"Polities
somewhat,
lively
of
A quit claim deed from the city
ta Fe Lodge No. 400 B. P. O. E., a very
Grant
among those who want repa red and leased to responsible parSanta Fe to Pablo Borrego was filed attractive and handsomely
printed office. County
Our
Democratic
friends are ob ties.
LoCelso
folder
exhiwith
on
clerk
of
the elk
descriptive
yesterday
probate
to a long campaign while the
pez for record. The deed is for a tract bition in the Fraternal Brotherhood jecting
THERE ARE OTHERS.
of land and a house in. precinct :.!, building at the St. Louis Exposition. Republicans think that two months
small houses, some ston
Several
Twenty-fivward 1, city of Santa Fe.
thousand copies of this will be about the proper time to prop some brick, others frame, upon my
canvass
as
the
looks
It
erly
county.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Pre? circular have been issued and will be if
the Republicans would win. about all books, which I vould be glad to show
an intended purchaser. They are debyterian Church will give a bean siufc distributed and given out: at the build there is in sight this year. Silver
City
per at the Post Hall this evening. Sup- ing in St. Louis to visitors. The story has a new administration.
sirably
situate!, and will be solo
S.
Arthur
per will be served from G o'clock on is very readable and was written by Goodell is
hold choap.
and
has
taken
mayor
A.
B.
Renehan
of
this
exaltcity, past
and the price will be 25 cents per supof the position like an old hand.
PLAZA PROPERTY.
per. The menu will consist of beans, ed ruler of the lodge. It is published
at Pinos AlTo those wishing to catch the creaa
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in
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is
The
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paper.
brown and white bread, tongue, ham,
tos, that were reported as unprofitable of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
cake and coffee. The public is invited. also excellent and valuable advertis- are
paying well under the leasing sys- at figures that will double themselve
for
this
of
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toLocal showers are predicted for
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tem,
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by
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COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
Wednesday. Yesterday the maximum
the. first payment falling due on July
and
in
public
terprise
displayed
spirit
I can sell you large tracts of lan
temperature was 74 degrees at 3:15 p. this matter. The distribution of the 1st.
in. and the minimum 51 degrees at. 4
"Business conditions in Silver City uitable for mining coal or the prodti
is bound to do Santa Fe much
a. m. The relative humidity for the circular
are
excellent, as is also the fruit crop 'ion of timber.
good.
day was 49 per cent, and there was a
on the Mimbres River. The people of
ORCHARDS.
trace of precipitation.
Do you intend to build? Have your that section are deserving of all the
I
have
a fruit ranch in a high
also
Manager J. S. Candelario of the Me- plans and specifications made by R. M. aid that was promised them by the
of
in the suburbs,
itate
cultivation,
tochanic's baseball nine announced
Governor, but unfortunately the approNake, architect and builder..
a building site overlooking tin
priation is tied up awaiting the de- jvlth
day that he was compelled to cancel
cision of the Supreme Court and the entire city of Santa Fe. On it there i
the games which had been arranged
Follow tie crowd to the Bon Ton.
SatGovernor is unable to carry out what in artificial reservoir, the only one 01
with the Las Vegas nine for next
California and native wines the he is most anxious to do, namely.'to its kind in the city, 12 feet or more ia
urday and Sunday at Las Vegas, owing
to the fact that several members of pure juice never better at any price, distribute the $2,500 among the needy iepth, holding over 125,000 gallons oj
from
and deserving flood sufferers on the
ater, constantly replenished,
the team found that they would not Telephone 94. "The Wine Store."
which the whole place can be Irrigated
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be able to go.
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New
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York,
that
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Are Being Cleared Away
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per cent. Silver
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In the savings banks of the United
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Quiet, but a firmer tone is noted. Old rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
Stales there are three billion dollars,!
14.
Close.
Wheat, lots are being cleared away as rapidly oe ecld on
Chicago, June
a veritable army of the silent partners rlllv.
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r"" An3,o vr;
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as possible. The new clip has arrived less than It cost, owing to 111 health at
of provident savers. How many of
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Corn, July,
i;Sept. 48.
but sales have not been of sufficient he owner.
these 3,000,000,000 silent partners are
uats, July,
sept. 33 g.
size to indicate the sentiment of the
in partnership with you. Begin at
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
market.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
once to save money, and open an acPork, July S13.35; Sept. J12.60.
In all parts of the Territory, an
count by mail with the Plaza Trust
Lard, July $(.72s' (ft 6.75; Sept. $6.90.
ne in Wyoming
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
and Savings Bank of Las Vegas, New
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WOOL MARKET.
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STOCK MARKETS.
the extension of the road east of the
temperature for the 24 hours was 02 de- will be worth double the present tsk-New York, June 14. Atchison
Relative humidity, 13 per cent.
Dalton Divide and towards the Pecos
price.
71; grees.
Precipitation, a trace.
River. He has a hard proposition on pfd., 944'; New York Central. 116:
c,
a.
in. today, IS ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURPennsylvania, 115?gs Southern
Temperature at 6:00
his hands.
Union Pacific, 80's pfd., 92; U. degrees.
NISHED.
47;
The board of county commissioners S. Steel,
pfd., 54.
Furnished or unfurnished rooms In
closed a seven days' session late last
STOCK.
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a 11 parts of the city.
Single, or en
evening. During this meeting it actKansas City, Mo.. Juno 14. fettle superbly illustrated volume of 124 paguite. for light housekeeping. Some o.
ed a a board of taxation and assess- market
es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S. them within five minutes walk of
receipts, steady to 10c lower.
ments. The tax schedules
for the
Native steers, 84. 5o"
88,35, s.mth Lutz, city agent of the Atchison,
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were
in
examined and
85 25; S nthern
ern steers, 83 50
present year
Caand
Fe
Santa
in
the
Railway
84.00; native cows and
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
many cases increases of assessments cows, 82.25
were ordered. The board also was in heifers, 82.25 ( 85.30; Stackers and tron Block.
El
At
Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rms
4.60; bulls, 82.75
session yesterday for a time attending feeders, 83.25
Csiand road, I can sell you about 640
82.75
50: western
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acres; patented;
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Muttons. 84.25
0
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several large tracts of desirable
When the eye is In trouble use a
25
Ranffe
$4
$7.00;
wethers,
85.00;
reliable remedy.
and which I am permitted to sell at
A.
Ewes, $3.50 & 84.75.
very low figure. One tract contains
Chicago. June 14. Cattle, market,
Southeast Cor.
receipts, steady.
ibout 3,500 acres, and is located about
Good to pnmo steers, 85.75 C$ $6.05;
three and one-ha- lf
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85 75; stockers
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Las
all
of It Is under
Vegas;
nearly
and feeders, $3 00 84. 75; cows $1.75
REDUCED SALE OP fence; good grazing and water fo
$4 75; heifers, $2.50 (g $5.15; canners,
ttock; some timber. Another tract
$1.75
82.75; bulls, $3.5J
$4.75;
i50 acres, 7 miles from
$5 35.
Las Vegas;
calves, 82 00
Sheep market receipts 10c higher.
timber and grazing, with an excellenv
a few stream of water
Good to choice wethers, $4.85
$5.10;
passing over it. Still
is a wonderful reliever of sore, weak fair to choice mixed, $3.75
$5.00;
be- mother tract of 350 acres cf farming
and inflamed eyes. One bottle usually
western sheep, $4.25
$5.00; native
effects a complete cure.
and timber land, 8 miles weal
lambs, $5.00
86.75; western lambs,
May 23. Vrazing
EYE
AFFECTIONS.
.
ALL
$6.00
CURES
Las Vegas, with running waia,
86.75; spring western lambs,
$4.00
$7.15.
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seal Estate
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bull-ling-
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jt J S. 0. CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and
No. 250 San Francisco Street,

GEO. W. HICKOX, President

flpi Grocery Telephone

"

No. 4.

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

MEAT VARKET.
We are handling eastern killer! corn
fed beef and mutton. No native or
Texas stock for us. That's the reason
there is such a difference in the taste.
Better to pay trifle more for beef and
loaves ot bread made from the best get something you are not afraid to
look at before you eat it. All kinds of
Kansas flour at 5c.
sausage, fine' juicy hams, tempting
flitches of bacon.
FRESH FRUIT.
We are now receiving Californi
COFFEE WISDOM.
cherries of very fine quality; Califor
We think our twenty years' experi
nia strawberries, under ice. banana
and oranges, we also continue to ence in the grocery business has
handle those handsome wine sap ap taught us some roasted coffee sense. If
ples, kept in cold storage and almost it has, it is this; that it pays to buy and
ell the coffee of an old established
as perfect as the day picked.
house, one which depends on the sale
of coffee for its success. Such a house
CANDY.
We are selling a world of candy. We Is Chase & Sanborn, makers of Famous
do it because we cater to the trade that Boston Coffees. We have a few items
wish good, pure goods at reasonable which we can especially recommend:
SEAL BRAND, per pound
40c
prices.
South Sea Blend, per pound
25c
High grade chocolates and glace
$1.10
creams per pound
35c Towel Blend, 6 pounds
Fine quality candy in large variety
at 20c and 25c per pound.
CRACKERS.
Takoma Biscuit packages are larger
ind weigh more than any other 10c
NAPTHA AND BORAX.
Napfha and Borax are both recog- packages of crackers. The quality is
uperior,
nized as being cleansing agents of suKrispy wafers are thin, salted and
perior merit. Wo now have a white
laundry soap in which these two arti delicious, 2 packages 25c.
cles are incorporated with pleasing reMany kinds of biscuits and wafers in
sults. The cakes are large, full size packages, including Saltines.
and a beautiful white color. The price Flakes, Butler Thins, Fausl Saratoga
Oysters.
is small, only 5c. Ask the salesman to Vanilla, and Lemon
Wafers, Graham
show you the White Borax Naptha and Oatmeal Crackers, nhnmnoimn
Soap.
Ramona, Athena and Nabisco Wafers.

Stylish Wash Vests
Will Reach

the Summit

of Their Popularity This
Season, so You Might as
Well Be Buying Yours

--

NOW!
Beautiful Patterns, Both White

at

and Fancy

$2.00

Hill V Jll

ti

Inl

Treas.

OUR BAKERY.
Don't stew your life away over
hot stove; don't waste your fuel or the
time of your help making bread, pic
or cake when we can and will supply
your needs, flood solid, substantial

e

"'J'

AVIS CO.

D

f

V"l

LEO HERSCH . . .
WHOLESALE
and
RETAIL
DEALER

IN

'

FLOUR, flAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N.

M.

Pa-iti-

David S. LowiUki
Dealer in New and
Second Hand

To-pe-

Millinery
MISS

Latest designs in Rugs and Carpets.

Screen Doors and Window Screens.

Millinery

MUGLER
Plata.

Silks, Velvets. Flowers,
Feathers, and
Fine Pattern Hats
gins Monday.

FURHITURE

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for

cash or on easy

it

11

j

jJ

payments.
All Goods delivered free of charge.

l4s--

-

IJ'JL

Wl
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IRELAND'S PHARMACY

HtfyWs Candies Received Today

4

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday
SAGUACHE,

THE WORLD'S FAIR LINE?

GET INSIDE.

THE
SANTA FE ELK

j0 jEEl

Continued from Page Three.
for the coyotes. Then is not
here! She knows what has been
and what will be. She is a prophetess.
Has she told you aught of dread?"
is in our tepee slumbering. She lias not awakened since
the hunters went away. Perhaps no
harm will come: else why does she
Let us go where she lies,"
slumber.
so spoke Hoo-naOn a pelt of the bison lay
hair
a
fact
her
her
smile;
upon
jwock;
thins out like the tail of the
star. She did not move, when the big
'chief ami the father entered. They
spoke to her; she did not move; they
she did not
pounded the tom-tomove. So they sat down by her side
and droned the melancholy sleep song-for two days and two nights the doleful sound filled the air, At last she
tossed one arm and then the other;
from one side to the other she turned;
her eyelids quickening so that the blue
could be seen slightly between them.
"They come." she said, "they come."
The sun was not yet up. Two hours,
three, four, no returning hunter! At
length a loud whoop reverberated
down the hillside from the west, then
another from the south., till soon cry
after cry broke forth from every side,
and in the end all were home, each
with a youngling elk.
A. council was ordered for the night,
to which all were directed to bring
their special quarry. Bonfires were
lighted in a dozen places on the council ground in the woods, and the red
glare upon the swarf faces of the
chiefs as they squatted in a circle and
the shaking brightness that was hung
on the leaves of the trees, the sharp
flames that appeared to start up from
the little river, near which the gathering was, and the small reflection of
the fires that was seen in the full,
round, brown eyes of the young elks,
made a picture.
All the elUs were inspected, and it
was found hard to make a selection.
was
Finally that brought in by Chin-echosen as the finest and
was invited to come forward to
made the
receive it.
was permitpresentation and Hoo-nated to give it name, and he called it
which we
pronounce
"Saguache."
k

i

k

OF COURSE.

Kat-si-na-

long-taile-

Because il is tho only line which takes you to the World's
Fair. Passengers via the EPNE are carried to our World's Fair
Station (within 300 feet of the main entranre) if desired, thereby
avoiding the crowds at the Union station and a transfer of about
Three miles across the city. Xm, you may go to the Union station If you wish.
The EPNE is the shortest line from El Paso and the great south-weto St. Irjuis, Chicago and all points north. I58milesthc
shortest 10 St. Louis, and only 48 hours on the road.
Equipment? Yes, the best the Pullman Company provides, and all
meals serve In dining cars. Via this line you are not put to the
s neon veu trace
of eating at dining stations (:'!) minutes only),
J nst step back to the dining car and eat at leisure the host the
markets afford
Why:''

st

A N. BROWN, G. P.

K. HSALY,

PassnT

Agent, El Paso, Texas.

ST. LOUIS AND RETURN

$25.75.
14 and 28, 1904. Good to leave
10
within
St Louis
days from date of sale.
Comfortable Day Coaches and Luxurious Chair Cars
seats free.
Yotff chance to see World's Fair at little outlay
Tor railroad fare.

Tickets on sale June

d

h

h

For further particulars, call on

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Jne 4, 1 904.

h

STORY

Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing inp 'iaclc won't cure back-

ache.

can't
A liniment may relieve, but
cure.
Backache comes from the inside
from the kidneys,
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
They cure sick kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is
so:
Benito Romero, employed with Lambert Mi's Transfer, residence San Fran., says: "The use of plasters for
cisco
a year and a half on my back did not
bring the results I expected and relief
from pain across the loins was just as
remotely in the distance as it was when
I first no iced it. This led me to go to
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Fills and take a course of the treatment. I read In our Santa Fe papers
that they could be depended upon and
with considerable faith in the preparation because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
commenced the treatment. It
alone.
was very satisfactory. 1 used two boxes and they stopped the last attack."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
Y.., sole agents for the United States.
the name Doan's and
Remember
take no other.
1

THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Would quickly leave you, if you used
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
of sufferers have proved their matchless merit for sick and nervous headaches. They make pure blood and
build up your health. Only 25 cents,
money back if not cured. Sold by the
Fischer Drug Company.
OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
Hotel and bath houses now open to
the public. Store in connection for the
accommodation of campers.
R. C. FREELOVE. Manager.

Triumphs of Modern Surgery.
Wonderful things are done for the
human body by surgery. Organs are
taken out and scraped and polished
and put back, or they may be removed
entirely; bones are spliced; pipes take
the place of diseased sections of veins;
antiseptic dressings are applied to
wounds, bruises, burns and like injuries before Inflamation sets in, which
causes them to heal without watura-tioand in
the time reuired
by the old treatment. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm acts on this same principle.
It is an antiseptic and when applied to
such injuries, causes them to heal
very quickly. It also allays the pain
an soreness.
Keep a bottle of Pain
Balm in your home and it will save
you time and money, not to mention
the inconvenience and suffering which
such injuries entail. For sale by all
druggists.
n

b
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Pianos!
Musicians
Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
"Equal if not "uperior to any instru
ment I have had occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such : up riority of
and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
resonant in tone and
"Grand
Hghtfully sweet and tender" Malhil-dBauermeister.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." R. Watkin Mills.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olltzka.
"They are mod Is for tone and
touch." Marie Engle.
"I find your piancs wonderfully sympathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvck Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davies.
"1 think it capabl
of the fullest expression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among th.
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charmed with its
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Allitsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as resonant. Are remarkably adapted for accompanying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Sapio.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work or contract work is done
in their factories.
They have won renown on two continents for excellence and beauty of
their instruments.
Prices and terms most liberal.
Call on the General Agent for New

d
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Mexico,

FRANK DIBERT

goods-Telepho-

sea-leve-
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Rob-bins-
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cross-examin-

Quick Trips to the
World's Fair City.

Suu

Hon TuoiW6l Thur

Frl
3

4

10

U

1

5

6

7

8

9

Sat

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20

81

33

83

84

8S

86

27

88

30

30

WHITE'S

Cream Vermifuge
WORM

i

i

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8od
Seventeenth street, Denver, in eharga
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where information will be cheerfully ZurzJshtd.

It will pay you to advertise. Try

Go to Davis

G. W. VALLERY. Genefal Agent.

DENVER

Short orders a specialty at

Bon Ton.

Fischer Drug

Co.

Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
and return, 15 day tickets $40.70; 60

For sick headache take Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and day tickets $48.15; season tickets
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
7.80.
in quiuR. uuie is uenam. r or Sale by
(all druggists.
McBrlde, Agt, Santa Fe.

For Fine Photos.

Finished in Platinum and
Platino.
PLAZA STUDIO
Santa Fe, N. If .

it

SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGS
No. 1, A P. and A. IL
Regular communication first Monday ia
each month at Masonl
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ. W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary,
SANTA

FE CHAPTER,

No. 1, R. A. M.

Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDER!
No. 1, K. T. Regular coe
?lave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

4

K. OF P.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. V.
Meets every Friday evening in Odi
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wednesday at o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
B. P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. OM
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
ol
each month. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. H.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Vlsitlnf
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BlShOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.
Cloudcroft!
For handsome des
criptive literature and detailed infor
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northeastern System, El Paso, Texas.

Santa Fe

Filipe ani

Jewelry Mannfactnrinc Co.

Golfl

i Silver Filisree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laughlin Building, Din Gasoar Avenue.

REMEDY

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.

(

work-transhi-

beand Saguache
Santa Fe, N. M.
came fast friends, and where one was,
became
the other was.
Santa Fe, N. M.
a fine young woman, and was sought
Who will show you the Story and
in marriage by many of the braves, but
Clark Pianos in the several styles and
graciously she always put them off on
finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
the plea that she was not intended for
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE X
and Golden Oak.
acin
this
and
man,
they
any earthly
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
quiesced, knowing of the supernatural
character which she was understood to
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
possess. Sakuache grew to be the
Fresh testimony in great quantity is
Established and Supported by the Territory.
largest and most magnificent of his
Dr.
constantly coming in, declaring
breed, and was looked upon with al
King's New Discovery for Consumption
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
most the same veneration as his mis
Pumpkin pie like your mother used Coughs and Colds to be unequaled. A
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com-p3tHe was a totem of the Ute folk. to make, at the Bon Ton.
tress.
recent expression from T. ,T. McFar-land- ,
water-worksteam-heateall conveniences.
baths,
and though other tribes tried to buy
Bentorville. Va., serves as examis
8300
Session
session.
per
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
ne Coun-"The
Our Motto-terfe- it Genuine
steal or kill him, in every effort they
ple. He writes: "I had bronchitis for
S&ree Cerms of thirteen weeks each.
94.
failed.
prices.
3 years and doctored all the time withHOSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
when about 20 years Wine Store."
out being benefited. Then I began takof age, was stricken with sickness and
ing' Dr. King's New Discovery, and a
died. Saguache seemed to mourn her
IMPORTANT.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
few bottles wholly cured me." Equally
loss almost as a human being. He
The Santa Fe Central now has on effective in curing all lung and throat
sifii E. A. Cahoon.
moped around by day and by night his sale round trip tickets for $15, good for troubles, consumption, pneumonia and
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
bellowings could be heard like lamen- return until September 30, to Cloud-crof- grip. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
New Mexico, the most famous Trial bottles fro- tations. One morning he was missing
regular sizes 50c
The trailers set out after him, but summer resort in the southwest. For and $1.00.
,
while they could follow his tracks for further information apply to B. W.
G. P. A., Santa Fe Central Railcould never come up with
days,
they
CO him. Couriers were sent in every di way, Santa P'e, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
rection to give notice of his disappear
(Snail Holding Claim No. 2617,)
IN
WE LEAD
EVERYTHING.
DfePAKTMKNT OF THE INTEKIQK.
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
ance, and to offer a great reward of
United States Land Office, Santa fe, N M.,
bead-worblankets, skins, ponies and
Living at an out of the way place, May
Cbmaware, Glassware, JMotare Frames and Molding Stoves and Surges
t8. 1904. Notice is herebv piven that the
claimant lias tiled notice of
Made to Order
Goods Bold on Easy Payments sheep for his return alive. He was de remote from civilization a family :3 following-namehis intention to make tinal proof in support
scribed as being bigger than a tepee, often driven to desperation in case of of
his claim under sections IH and 17 of the
with antlers that spread like the accident, resulting in burns, cuts, act nf March 3. 189'. (26Stats..85Jl, asamended
by the act of February a 1891 (27 Stats.. 470).
branches of a cottonwood tree, having wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply snd
that said
will he made before
on
a
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the rroDaxe UlnrK atproof
white spot, and
upon his forehead
hanti r e. . M on July 20,
CljAILES WAGJVCR
1904, viz : Jose Gonzales for the Tract in Sec.
his left hind leg a scar like a swasti best on earth. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
4,T.lN,. R 9 E . N. M P. M. Me names
ka and with three white stockings.
the following witness to prove his actual
continuous
adverse possession of said tract
"Licensed Embalmer," About two years ago Santa
Fe Lodge Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver for
twenty years next preceding the survev
No. 4t0 received
an offer, from a
of the township, viz: Andres C de Baca of
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
oanta re, a. i ueorge Trujilio of Kennedy.
stranger at San Luis, Colorado, to se
Prescription.
n.
amnrosiol'iiio of Ualis
M.
to it an elk, the best specimen ever
Mr. J. W. Turner,
of Truhart, Va teo, N. agapiioseoa,
Any person who desires to protest against
in
the
killed
1,800
Chamberlain's
that
and
Stomach
state,
weighing
says
San Francisco Street.
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
Telephone 10.
pounds, with six feet spread of antlers, Liver Tablets have done him more any substantial reason, under the laws and
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
or the Interior Department.
blaze-faced- ,
a scar like a swastika on good than anything lie could get from regulations
should not be allowed, will
why such
its left hind leg, and with three white the doctor. If any physician in this be given anproof
opportunity at thee above men
tioned
time
and
the
Fe
of
Santa
stockings.
Lodge knew
country was able to compound a medi- witnesses ot said place to and to offer evi
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
the disappearance of Saguache, and cine that would produce such gratify- deuce in rebuttalclaimant,
of that submitted by
recognized from the description that ing results in cases of stomach troub claimant.
Mani sl R. Othbo, Register.
the animal offered to it was none oth- les, biliousness or constipation, his
er than the beloved elk of the Utes, for whole time would be used in preparing
If
want to get to the World's
its loss had been heralded abroad and this one medicine. For sale by all Fair you
miss the rush at Union Staeasy,
the story had penetrated to every quar- druggists.
St. Louis, leave the cars right at
tion,
ter.
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
To have an emblem of such history
Eat dinner tomorrow and play even Fe Central and Rock
Island.
and physical excellence became a pas at the Bon Ton.
sion with the members. A speedy spe
cial session was called and held and
The Weekly New Mexican Review
the following telegram sent: "Accept is published by the New Mexican
Ship by express over D. & R. G. R. R Printing Company every Thursday. It
Thus Saguache, the comrade of Kat contains the most reliable and latest
the exemplar of his kind territorial, mining, educaticnal, stock
The Burlington Route makes them regularly,
THE GUARANTEED
became the pride and glory of Santa raising, railroad social and political
because it has its own trains traveling over
Fe Lodge.
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It Is an excellent paper
its own rails all the way. There are no better
THAT TIRED FEELING.
to sand to friends in the east. Price
If you are languid, depressed and in five cents per copy.
St. Louis trains than these, and there are no
capable for work, it indicates that
your liver is out of order. Herbine
HAVE YOU A COUGH?
smoother rails.
w
will assist nature to throw off head
A dose of Ballard'c
Horehound
rheumatism
THE
and
FAVORITE TONIC.
aches,
CHILDREN'S
it.
entire
ailments
summer
akin Syrup will relieve
Have you a
The rates every day during the
to nervousness and restore the ener cold? A dose of Herbine at bed time
KWAMC Or IMITATION.
THE OCNUINI NIPMIO ONLY BY
are very low.
gies and vitality of sound and perfect and frequent small doses of Hore
health. J. J. Hubbard, Temple, Texas, hound Syrup during the day will re Ballard-Sno- w
Liniment Co.
T. LOUIS. MO.
writes, March 22, 1902: "I have used move it. Try it for whooping cough,
If you pre interested we shall be glad to
For Sale By
Herbine for the past two years. It for asthma, for consumption, for bron
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
has done me more good than all the chitis. Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 E. 1st
explain our arrangements in detail when
Santa Fe, N. M.
doctors. When I feel bad and have street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I
you call, or upon receipt of a postal card
tnat urea reeling, I take a dose of have used Ballard's Horehcund Syrup
Herbine. It is the best medicine ever in my family for 5 years, and find it
Inquiry.
made for chills and fever " 50 cents a the best and most palatable medicine
bottle at Fischer Drv Cn
ever used." 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at
k

l

1904 June. 1904

! Stock
In the
MUTUAL

BUILDING & LOAN
ASSOCIATION

Of Santa Fe
Is wcrth $1.40 per share and matures when worth $200. The last
dividerd wts nearly g per cent.
Dividends are credited every six
months.
NOW! Is the time to start in.
Farther Information furnished

hy

R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
OrBce: Catron etlock. Up Stain
With I. B. & R. H. BANNA.

Santa Fc New Mexican, Twesiay, Jane J 4, 904.

A, F. SPIE6ELBER6

TERRITORIAL

TOPICS.

--

220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

TAOS COUNTY.
The Taos County normal institute
will be held in Taos from July 11 to
August 24. A fee of $2.50 will be asked from all teachers and others attending' the institute. N. H. Gillct will
conduct the institute.
EDDY COUNTY.
.Miss Alice Kayroux and Car! Gordon, were married at the Episcopal
Church at Carlsbad last Wednesday
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag. Wax, Feather and Linen evening. The ceremony was witnessed by a large number of friends or the
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Contracting parties. The color scheme
and Other Gems.
or' the decorations oi the church was
black and white. .Miss .Marie Ray-rouSPECIALTY
a
was maid of honor, T. B. BcKee,
To have the best of everything in the line.
best, man.
Paul .McLenathen and
Samuel Ravay were ushers
and
Thomas McLenathen
and Josephine
Tracey flower bearers. Rev. N. F.
Marshall officiated. .Mr. and Mik Gordon left on the evening train for Alawill spend; severThat is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- almogordo where they
Mr. Gordon's parents.
days
Visiting
ple with our fine
always bears the above cap I
They will be at homo to their friends
in Carlsbad about July 10.
label. It means the same
OTERO COUNTY.
as telling you that we
O S. T. Jones has resigned his posiQ
back up its purity with a
tion as manager of Hotel Alanogord
and has returned to his former honr
$5,000 guarantee.
WHOLES AI, AND RETAIL
in El Paso. The former day clerk, .1.
Made
That there is some difference
by the largest pro- -i
M. Luther, has been appointed acting
in wood.
Our wood is the best
ducers
of Evaporated J
manager.
to be had & always at your call.
The school election which was held
Cream in the world.
in .Alamogordo last Monday passed off
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
very quietly. There were two candidates for the three-yea- r
term as trusOA-JITXtee of the school board, W. H. Slaughj
OFFICK: GartieM Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot .
Phone No.;88 ter and Julius Moelich. .Mr. Slaughter man, Albuquerque; Mark Burget, Chireceived 8S votes and Mr. Moelich 48. cago: J. a. Scales, Albuquerque; w.
Work upon the new 40 foot tower for H. Whiteman, City; J. R. Reed. Counthe fire department of Alamogordo will cil Bluffs, Iowa; Wilbur F. Stone, Denbe begun next. week. The tower, be- ver; H. C. Slits, Wichita, Kansas;
sides being used for mounting the bell, William M. Bell, Las Vegas; A. L.
Porter, Atlanta, Ga.; L. F. Parker, St.
will also be utilized as a place for (h
the
hose. The new bell, which Louis-- 1.. F. Parker. Jr.. Vinila. Indian
ing
measures 40 inches in diameter, was Territory; D. M, Oberman, Jefferson
City, Missouri; .!. II. Render, Mayes
ordered two weeks ago.
Kansas.
City,
The wedding of W. E. Carmack and
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
Miss A. M. Dillard, was solemnized on
Good eating' at the Bon Ton.
Sunday evening at the South Metho
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-prodist. Church of Alamogordo in the presHotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing ence of a large number of friends of
both. Last evening the couple left for
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
Mexico where they will
visit many
A new, attractive, interesting
farm
j&
places of interest. They will be at
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men u&
home to their friends in Alamogordo journal "The Earth." Devoted to the
Groat Southwest, its Industries, climate
on July 1.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Write for sample
The regular
election of and opportunities.
officers of Alamogordo Lodge Xo. 7, copy. One year's subscription. :.'." cts.
of Pythias, was held last week. Issued monthly; profusely Illustrated.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building Knights
The following officers were elected; Address. THE EARTH, Ills Railway
W. K. Stalcup, C. C; Charles Thomas.
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
i
Exchange, Chicago.
V. C; Will Pelphrey, prelate;
G. M.
Tower, M. of W.; T. C. Cawthon. K. of
Notice for Publication.
R. and S.: John Rapier, M. of
E. ;
(Small Holdimf Claim No. 26C0.)
George Warnock, M. of F. ; S. M. WharDepartment of the Interiok.
IINCOBPOBATEDI
ton, M. at A.; George Boston, I. G., and
United Stat8 Land Offloe Santa fe. N. M.'
(line 1. 19 4 Notice is hereby given that the
Goehrlng, O. G.
clalTant has tiled notice of
While returning from California to following-namein support
his Intention to mike final
16 and
17 of the
his home in Bainbridge, Ohio, George of hi claim under sections proof
1881 (2iS Stats..
8,
of
act
March
s
Spargur died on an El Paso &. North b.v the act of February 21. 189:1")(27 Stiamended
t.. 4701.
eastern train on Sunday. The remain:-wer- e and that said proof will be muile before
The
N M., on
JO.
Probate
Clerk
at
Santa
Ft,
taken to Alamogordo where they 1934, via' Pancracio C de Baca for theJuly
Tract
were embalmed before being sent to inSec 4. T. I8N.. K.9 K .N. Iff. P M, fie
nnmesthe following' witnesses to prove hi
the former home of the dead man in actual
continuous adverse possession of said
VV.
W.
Davis, also of trtct for twenty years
Bainbridge. Dr.
preceding the
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
sur
the township, viz: Andres C. de
ey
Bainbridge, was traveling with Mr. I'.aca. ofofSanta
Ke, N. M.. Georee Trnjillo, of
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
Sena. Ambrosio
Spargur and had charge of the re- Kennedy. N. M.. N.Apapito
M.
of Galisteo,
mains. Death was caused by tubercu- Pino,
who
to
desires
Any person
protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows
losis.
of
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
reason under the laws and
aaa
An employe of the Pierce Grocery any substantia
regulation of the interior Department why
Company at Alamogordo, Perfecto such proof should not be allowed will be
an opportunity at the
SANTA FE, N.
Jaramillo, died at his home in that lime and
tiie witplace to
nesses
of said claimant, anil to oiler evidence
last
city
Wednesday night after a in
of
that
rebuttal
submitted
claimant.
by
brief illness of
Mr.
Uanisl it D'lhMj, Register.
Jaramillo was 35 years of age. His
wife and one child and his mother,
Mrs. Jaramillo of Las Vegas, survive
him. The funeral was held Thursday
afternoon at the Jaramillo home, Father Migeoti of Tularosa, officiating, and
RAMBLER
was attended by a large number of
BICYCLES
Imf $ t4V
friends of the deceased.
Road Supervisor J. Q. Grant, of Ala
mogordo. has 70 men at work cleaning
GOOD BICYCLES
up ahead of graders and removing the
accumulated tin cans from the alleys.
As soon as the grading is finished, the
street sprinkler will go into commission and the boulevards of Alamogordo
HAVE YOU SEEN THE
will look as if there was some enter1 W
GEAR
prise in that town. Mr. Grant is not
spending the money collected for road
CHAIINLESS?
tax on this wholesale renovation but
the 70 laborers are all those who dePOPE PRODUCT'
l
sire to work out their tax rather than
pay. The money goes to the sprinkler
and culvert fund.
A unique collection is being made
by an Alamogordo man, Mr. Crippln.
This is a collection of the various specie of cacti which flourish on the bare
W.
60EBEL,
hills of New Mexico. He is the
at the park in Alamogordo
H
i""
and went up into the hills last week
No. all, Catron
)iV78UB
to gather a number of the spiny plants,
the nucleus of the collection which is
to be planted in the park. One particularly noticeable, was a specimen of
deviled
pincushion and measured
nearly three feet in diameter at the
base. A very good specimen of
formed part of the collection.
The collection is to be planted on West
Island in the Alamogordo park where
BEN BOTHE
E. B. QUICKKL
a number of loads of gravel and sand
have already been deposited to make
a bed for the cacti. This spot will be
readily accessible from the depot platform in order to permit travelers a
brief tour of inspection.
BOTHE, Proprietors.
QUICKEL

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

x

Economy
Brand

Evaporated
Cream

Not Luck But Results.

CERRILLOS

COAL

FARMING

coal yabd

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL

y-

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

GOLD MINES.
this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
mining districts of Klizabethtnwn and Baldy. whore Important ruiDeral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may ba
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the 0. S. government laws.
On

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming of
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

0J0 CALIENTE f0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are loaded In the midst of the Ancient CHS
miles west of
dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos, aad fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-rvnStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from WAlch point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs.
Vhe temperature of these waters is
tram 90 to 122 degrees. Ihe gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and
delightful
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,688.24 Brains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

Twice as many Crescent bicycles as any
other have been bought annually for the
last six years.

WHY BOSS THE NUMBER C!7
CRESCENT RIDERS INCREASE
EACH YEAR rrmwua
Crescent sales hu
year ailci year.
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E. S. AJWEWS, 130 San Francisco St.

I

CHICAGO

I

AND BACK

I

--

r.

1

You can answer these questions yourself
if you will come to our store and see a
Crescent. Probably then we will not
need to ask

eross-exainir-

I

Jfe$i&f

8l

steadily

WHY DON'T YOU RIDE A CRESCENT

typhoid-pneumoni-

$30 to $90

increased

d

gi-e-

.

One Way via
ST. LOUIS With

OVER

horti-culturali-

I

TenDays

Stop-Ove-

r

yuc-catill- a

THE

t

ZEIGER

Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
'&
Corner Railroad Avenne and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
AXBUQUERQUE

Worms! VERMIFUGE
WHITE'S CREAM

Host In

4

June I st to Sept 30th

CAFE

i

ttty.

-

For Sale By FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe,

Bet la Quality.

V

M.

Limit Oct. 31st

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Normandie:
N. Salmon, City; Mrs.
F. C. 'McCormack and sons, St. Louis;
B. B. Weaver, Wichita, Kansas; S. L.

Sander, Omaha.
Claire: R. Burford, East Liverpool,
Ohio; Ralph Dunbar, Albuquerque;
Mrs. E. S. Randall,
Taos; Eusebia
Chacon, Las Vegas;
J. R. Shanley,
wife and child, Denver; Celso Baca,
Santa Rosa; Vincent Rual, Santa Rosa.
Bon Ton:
L. Lourdemilk,
Creede,
Colorado; Mrs. E. Penett, Monera;
Mrs. William Ash, Monero;' A. Cortez.
El Macho; George Dlllman
C. W. Dllts, Las Vegas.
A. A. km
Palace:
J. J. McDonald, Chicago; G. A. Kase- -

aik..,,o-

-

f

CRESCENTS

u--

"ditfll

Proprieto.

WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE RIDE

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Jhmmmmb

particulars, address

Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. M

d

JH.bmbbbbhmb

these waters has been thoroughly
ed by the miraculous cures attests t.
in the following
diseases: Paralyse,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, ConaumptUa
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, (UP
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boat,
and bathing, 2.50 per day; Q4
per week; $50 per month. Stage raeW
Denver trains and waits tor Santa 9m
train upon request. This renort In al
tractive at all seasons, and la opa afl
Cailnata
winter. Passengers for Ojo
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and)
reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the nam
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, J7.40. For furtk -

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

FOR FARM FOLKS

semi-annu-

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water eights from 817 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits f
all kinds, "and sugar beets grow to perfection.

J

FIDE WOOD

THE-

Maxwell Grant

N E R

M
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$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

S. LUTZ. Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Jane 4,

J 904.

MEASURES TAKEN.

House Cleaning

For Sale of Tracts in Fort Marcy Addition By the Board of Education
To Advertise for Bids.

Ieal
Bargains
to Offer You
This Week.

semi-annuall-

SCREEN DOORS
All Sizes and a Large Assortment to Choose From
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES

Wate Coolers.

Water Filters.

The board of education met last evening in regular adjourned session in
the office of Judge N. B. Laughlin.
There were present T. B, Catron, president of the board, Judge N. B. Laugh-lin- ,
C. F. Easley, Jose Segura, Pedro
Roybal, A. C. Ireland, and James L.
Seligman, the only absent member being Sixto Garcia.
The minutes of the last two meetings were read and approved, and the
necessary tax levies made for the ensuing year. Insurance of $1,000 was
placed on the second ward school
building and $200 on the furniture. A
slight correction was made in the
name of the Fort Marcy donation on
the new plat, it being voted to call it
Fort Marcy Addition to the city of Santa Fe.
!i was moved by Charles F. Eeasley
and seconded by James L. Seligman
that notice be given through the press
that sealed bids will be received an
any lot in the Fort Marcy Reservation
$ to the first Monday in August and
that the judiciary committee be instructed to prepare a notice of the
sales fixing the terms; that not less
than 25 per cent of the agreed purchase price must be paid in cash and
the balance in five equal yearly installments with interest at 8 per cent paythat the board reable
serve the right to reject any and all
bids and that the same committee prepare a prospectus, setting forth the
terms and conditions of the sale to be
published in at least five daily papers,
in and outside of the Territory of New
Mexico. This resolution was unanimously adopted with one exception,
judge N. B. Laughlln, who wished to
have his vote and reasons for the
same recorded against the motion.
"I vote 'No' because I am opposed
to selling any property for any more
than 25 per cent cash and I am opposed to the motion on the further
grounds that the deferred payments
should be made In ten equal yearly
payments for the balance on the
ground that the money is not needed
by the board of education as there is
a prospect of selling bonds and therefore that it is better for the interest
of the school that the money be Invested at 8 per cent, secured by mortgage on the property sold."
The buildings and grounds committee was instructed to employ a competent surveyor to stake off the lots, alleys and streets.
Ceferino Baca was selected as poll
tax collector for the ensuing year. As
the first Monday in July falls on the
fourth and as some of the members of
the board could not be present at that
time, the board adjourned to meet on
Monday, July 11.

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qtieensware.

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

Ti

SUGGESTS THE USE OF

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA,
BORAX,
CHLORIDE LIME
.

CARPET
CLEANING

COTV POUND

We
carry a large stock of all and
can furnish them at reasonable

And Various Disinfectants.

prices.

FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street

:

Santa Fe,

F.

U.

WOOL CLIP NEARLY

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

DOORS

SASH

LUMBER

UP TO THE AVERAGE

All Kinds of Building Material.
ANFCUT

CORD AND STOVE WOODEXTRADRY

TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAI
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Phore

35 Santa Fe

that is

Movable.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

M

O. lETOTTZ
icxican Filigree Jewelry
MANUFACTURER

Albu-querqu-

O- F-

DEALER IN

arches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.

$

FILIGREE it WHOLESALE
IMS tod IIDIM GOODS
247 Sao Francisco St

Several Large Sales Made During the
Past Week The Largest Growers
Have Not Been Heard From.
The New Mexico wool clip this season will not fall very far below the
average in spite of the prolonged
drouth which is pronounced to be the
worse that has been experienced in the
Territory for many years. Wool buyers and commission men have thus far
purchased 1,000,000 pounds of the clip.
Of this amount 600,000 pounds will be
marketed in Albuquerque.
going
through the scouring mills there. The
John Becker Company of Belen during
the past week made a sale of 200,000
pounds and Frank A. Hubbell of
sold 100,000 pounds. A half
dozen lots of 50,000 pounds were sold.
The clip of many of the largest growers has not yet been marketed and
nothing has been heard from the
ranches of the Chilili country from the
Luna ranches in Valencia County or
from the large sheep owners in the
west.

ui IRU

e

WANTS JACOB WELTMER
AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADS- -

BOOIS, STATIOjEI(Y,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.

208

9
M

ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS

jt Jt

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

I

J

the Territory

of New Mexico,

at the close of business June

I

Goadaltfpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.

9, 1904.

BESOUBOES.
$309,969
Loans and discounts
1,007
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
4U.UUU
U . s. Honus to secure circulation ....
IT. S. Bonds to secure U. S. denosits..
60.000
4,500
Premiums on U. S. bonds
66.4i0
Bonds, securities, etc
fixand
furniture
house,
Banking

tures
Due from National Banks (not reserve agents)
Due from State Banks and bankers
Due from approved reserve agents..
Checks and other cash items
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents

Lawful money reserve m Bank, viz:
$15,it55 00
Specier
23,868 00
notes

91
68

uu
00

00
19

14,710 00

65.793 14
35 885
132,0 J 81

It

71 17

302 73

Legal-tende-

Redemption

urer

("

69,213 00

fund with U. S. Treas-

per cent of circulation) ....

Total

$783,001 11

.$150,000
Capital stock paid in..
30,000
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
24.S41
taxes paid
National Bank notes outstanding .. 39,345
11.191
Due to other National Banks
.

H

.
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m
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oLIdCf? OR SCALE.

Tim'
'wTww

trMT

a

Undertaking Parlors
Tat Uteit Scientific Method of
Colli
freai
the
Answered
Parian
Day or Night or by DOROTEO SENA, Agoa
ire Employed.
Prli Rood. Oar Parian Consist of a Nicely aad Appropriately Pitted Up Salte at No. Ill
(Jacobs Arcane, West Side Plaza, Saata Fe, New Mexico,
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DUDROW & MONTENIE

--

f

i
ffll

iz5Zstnn
"-r- TTr

Due to State Banks and bankers
1,425
Individual deposits subject to check 4ia.i
53 787
Demand certificates of deposit
281
Certified checks
Cashier's checks outstanding
5,060
32,374
United States deposits
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers.. 15,538
i1)

00
00
4

00
82

M
95
83
60
43
70
60

FOR RENT Elks' Hall formally
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis, trustee.

Correct Attbst

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING

FOR SALE Standard make, upright piano In good condition. One-hal- f
its regular price. Call at Lutz's residence on Montezuma Avenue.

OUT

HANNA INSURANCE

R. J. Halen,
8. Sprrz,
J. G. Schumann,
Directors

SALE!

AGENCY,

Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
Is? You can see It drawn from the
original package. Purity guaranteed
by the government of the U. S. "Telephone 94." "The Wine Store."

$783,001 11

:

FINE MONUME NTS TO ORDER.

Booth's oysters any way you want
them at Bon Ton.

Tell your troubles to Goldie. He
will not only , repair your watch and
Territory of New Mexico, County of Santa clock, but will put your sewing maire, ss:
or typewriter in order, and will
I. J. H. Yauffhn. cashier of the ahnvs. chine
named bank, do solemnly swear that th guarantee satisfaction or refund your
above statement is true to the best of my money. Goldie Chapman, 208 Don Gas-pa- r
knowledge and belief.
Avenue, near Normandie Hotel.
J. M. Vaughn, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before m thi
Total

14th day of Juno, 1S04.
4 aina B. Kiad, Notary Public.

W. H. GOEBEL, The Hardware Dealer,
Santa Fe, N. M
Catron Block, No, 311

FOR RENT Five room modern cottage. Upper Palace Avenue. Bath,
cellar, all modern conveniences. Cheap.
Apply W. N. Townsend.

2,000 00

LIABILITIES.

A.!

At Oar

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK with use of bath. Apply at Claire

The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.

IHTaog

Santa Fe. N. H.

?

of Santa Fe,

Lemp's St.Jt Louis Beer.

;

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
A few comfortably furnished rooms

Rkpobt or the Condition of

At Santa Fe. in

I

San Francisco St.

WANTED A first class salesman
for a general store, one who can buy
as well as sell goods, and speaks Spanish well. For particulars inquire at
this office.

FOR RENT Four room
house,
nicely furnished throughout for housekeeping. Apply New Mexican office.

PERIODICALS.

Headquarters for

Mexican calientes served only at the
Bon Ton.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, outside entrance. Bath. Close
in. Apply Mrs. W. N. Townsend.

AGAZIjJES,

Lamb fries, sweet breads at the

Bon Ton.
Call on the New Mexican Printing
Company tor engraved visiting cards.

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC
At less than Cost
'

v..;

TOURISTS:

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store A Free Museum
Do

$

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. Sen Francises Street and Burrs Allty1

